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I dedicate this work to the families (especially mine),
for the effort involved in each battle.
I thank the women who responded to my invitation
and allowed me to recognize myself in each one.
Dr. Saul Ignácio Fuks, or simply Coco,
¡Adelante, Siempre!
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At 18 years of age, when I had to make a professional decision about enrolling in an
undergraduate course, I had some options that, at the time, seemed incompatible: architecture;
history; and, in the last place, psychology. I ended up choosing the last one, and for some
years I thought I had made the wrong choice. That which is commonly referred to being a
vocation, a meeting of souls, only really happened when, in 1994, I started my training
in Family Therapy at the Rio de Janeiro Institute of Family Therapy. There I discovered that
psychology, architecture, and history were not as exclusive of each other as I had thought.
They could intertwine in what challenged and excited me the most: family relationships.
Aren’t they underpinned by this triumvirate? The individual, their history, and space where
everything happens.
Nevertheless, this connection was not immediate. I needed an internal and external process
to make the connection, and Professor Saul Fuks was the first to highlight this potential
construction. We have had a professional and friendly relationship for over 20 years: I say
with conviction that, having him by my side on this journey has been one of the great
privileges of my life. His invitations are always a challenge to my curiosity, which he knows to
be inexhaustible — like the world of possibilities that has always opened up to me. And the
Taos Institute was one of them.
Social Constructionism, Appreciative Inquiry, Relational Systems, and the whole immense
world that the Taos Institute brings together was coming together for me and our study group,
through Saul. And with this work, it could not be different.
In these years over the journey, I’ve had the opportunity to work with families and their
relationships in various ways, some of which I’ll highlight.
I worked in a public hospital with children and their families who’ve endured very fragile
conditions to health, income, and social inclusion. Both their vulnerability and their strength
and resilience were highlights in my professional and personal formation.
Parallel to this work, which was voluntary, I had my private clinic, where the demand was
related to children with learning difficulties, whom schools had referred me to. Here I had
the opportunity to learn how to unravel situations so difficult that they prevented children and
parents from constructing their own story.
With this family and institutional background, be it hospital or school, I was taking root, and
my metaphorical branches were expanding in many directions, but not always in an orderly
manner. From time to time, instead of growing like the others, some branches sought gaps
and twisted in their way: that was how the writing, photography, and arts, in general, found
their space to flourish from the same trunk.
While this tree was growing, another one was also planted: that of my own family. A husband,
two children, hope, and a desire for continuity on earth and to create something unique in
the world: “Family, our way” — that which we don’t know how to put into words; we just feel
it. And how we feel!
To these already solid and deeply rooted trees, another tree that grew at a distance (or that
we imagined to be at a distance) had suddenly totally intertwined that of the family: the
business. My husband’s family of origin founded and consolidated a large family business,
and it was time for a new generation to get closer to the business.
In 2018, in an invitation from Coco (yes, at certain times we refer to Professor Saul Fuks by
his nickname, Coco) in his affectionate portunhol (a mixture of Portuguese and Spanish), he
said to me:
- Look at this Martha: the Taos Institute is launching a very
interesting new program, the International Certificate Program in
Collaborative Practices. You are so involved with the theme of family
and family businesses, so it would be a great opportunity for you to
explore the subject with freedom, combining your professional
experience, your family history, and your concern with the world.
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Professor Saul had followed my family history of the sale of my husband’s business, the
children entering adulthood, the beginning of the professionalization of each one, and their
search through various pathways with their talents, desires, and challenges.
My eldest son was most inclined to follow his father, while my daughter was more detached
from the family business.
Our children brought a new worldview to the family. Very attuned to global changes
(themselves the fruits of international education), they brought home a worldview that often
surprised us with its novelty and the disruption it caused.
My daughter graduated from Barnard College in New York, and she introduced me to a world
where women have been trained to occupy a place with a voice in society and solve global
problems, and to be leaders. I am currently part of the Board of the Athena Center for
1
Leadership1 at this university.
In the words of its president, Umbreen Bhatti:
Today, Athena is a home for Barnard students who see opportunities amid
challenges and seize them to build a better world, together — because these
are the leaders we need now.
(…)
Compliment any one of these incredible women on their groundbreaking
work, and you’re sure to hear “I didn’t do it alone!”
They know that no problem worth solving can be solved by a single person;
they seek systemic change to effect real change.
My son, who graduated from New York University, introduced us (and here I speak as a
family) to the business world in transformation: from a traditional model of operation to the
sustainable, local and global model, which seeks investments with positive social impact,
which scrutinizes companies and demands from them more than just social responsibility,
but also ethical positioning and the alignment of personal and corporate values. As a
family, we came to be a part of some international organizations dedicated to the theme.
The Impact — a global community of close to 75 families, in more than 20 countries on
five continents — is committed to aligning its financial assets with its values.
The Young Investors Organization (YIO) — an initiative of Credit Suisse bank — has been
operating for 10 years so that new generations of families can transform the meaning of
wealth and break away from traditional ways of thinking and behaving so that more
legacies are built to create impact for the good of society.
And, finally, the Family Institute, which is also an initiative of Credit Suisse, was created
based on the experience of the YIO, due to realizing that the family as a whole (not only
the children) should be involved in this mission.
The clinical and sensitive eye of Professor Saul knew that I was agitating internally with
all this, and he also knew the often-difficult place I occupied.
Where could the invitation for this study take us? I think we were suspicious; however, in
February 2019, under his guidance, I presented my project to the Taos Institute.
Once again, I would have the opportunity to explore the family in relation to an institution
— this time, the business, but with a complicating factor: the work would start from my
intimate, personal, and private concerns and experiences. Quite a task, but I had learned
from Marcelo Gleiser (a Brazilian physicist) in his beautiful book, A simples beleza do
inesperado [The simple beauty of the unexpected], that anything that matters in life
begins with the heart.

1 Athenacenter.barnard.edu
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After two or three meetings, in which the volume of texts, references, poetry, literature, and
discussions of methodology had become daunting, Professor Saul, once again in his affectionate
mixture of Spanish and Portuguese, said to me: “Look Martha, you and I are dangerous; we
must try to be more moderate, prudent, and humble”.
We tried to be, so let us see if we managed to do so.
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Through bibliographic review and interviews, this work started to be conceived as a study
of the communication challenges in family businesses, which occur between different
generations, especially with the arrival of Generation X and Generation Y (also known as the
Millennials).
My original proposition was as follows:
Generation X and the Millennials bring to the business world a worldview,
range of values, and management styles that are completely different from
the baby boomer generation, which is currently at the helm of businesses.
.... when this generation encounters solidly established family businesses,
there is a desire and/or need to make this transition of command a fertile field
for discussions, ruptures, and opportunities.
The tensions between innovation and tradition, between the past and the
future — the young people’s connections to the future, the ruptures and the
risks; and the older people’s connections with loyalty to the past — are
constant.
And the personal appeal:
This theme is relevant to me for two reasons: the first is my interest and many
years of studying family relationships; and the second is that due to being
personally involved with this issue in my family and having access — through
organizations in which I participate — to other families, I see that the
concerns are the same and that there is an enormous desire for understanding
by these two apparently different worlds.
With the reading in progress, discussions with Professor Saul, and participation in events
related to the theme, I gradually opened another possibility for study within this theme of
family relationships in the family business.
A role began to be outlined, which, despite experiencing it at home, until then I had not
realized how important it was: “For the woman who does not have a formal role in the family
business (whether she is an heiress directly or by marriage), how does she deal with this
experience between the generations?”
These conversations were emerging as if “by chance”, and I was becoming more aware of
occupying this place in the family. I had heard other women talking about it, and I went on
adventuring and honing my eyes and ears.
How do these women live? How did they construct and continue to construct their story in the
family, in the business, and in their networks?
What differences and similarities do we possess?
In this relational field that is created between family and business, there is a strong mark of
personal desires, and we know that desires cannot be represented like a continuum, a line
that moves from one point to another in time and space. They are great tangles of traits
overlapping in all directions: there is a desire to keep the constructed and solidified models,
but also fear of creating ruptures and new models arising that will have to be elaborated;
and a desire to make changes, but still without clarity and courage; and there is a genuine
recognition of a legacy of work, of history, and of financial success and the responsibility to
carry it forward.
As I quickly realized, all of this happens at the family dinner table. And the woman — who,
due to various circumstances is not part of this company but is a key part of the family —
finds herself inundated by this turmoil. Could it be that we are “sounding boards” for these
family conflicts, discussions, and decisions? How do you develop more specific skills based
on our personal history, marriage, and family relationships, so that we can participate in this
new field that is taking root?
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This woman, who until a certain moment had a totally peripheral position or was absent from
the business, moves to a position of great activity, oscillating between the extremes of “I
won’t meddle in this matter, just as I’ve done up until now” and “I’ll want to understand everything,
because what concerns my children also concerns me”.
Who are we? How do we experience this setting? How do you experience this role?
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The choice of the method and technique for this work was fundamental for positioning me
about the first question: How would I navigate this study if I already have some ideas about
this field of research and am part of it? And the choices had to be consistent with my way of
producing knowledge. I was the researcher, but also the subject of the research.
“How do we know what we know? For some, knowledge is a discovery, while for others it is
a construction” 2 is how Celiane Camargo-Borges so clearly and succinctly proposes to think
about the creation of knowledge when we are willing to curiously investigate something. It is
the knowledge impregnated in our manner of behaving; that which we know more than we
can explain.
My way of getting to know the world and learning is very peculiar and may, at first glance,
seem disorderly.
Starting from concern, a problem, a question, I search for resources from many sources,
such as literature, mythology, cinema, poetry, and from conversations that apparently have
no direct connection with the theme, but which provide me with a database that I access in
different ways.
I have a habit of “spreading the news” and seeing what people have to say about the theme.
I make a journal, in which I collect references, write down meetings, phrases, and quotes that
will anchor me but also allow me to navigate through it.
Some options began emerging, and for a time I reflected on three possibilities: bibliographic
review, quantitative research, and qualitative research. The first two were soon discarded
because I felt that my involvement with the theme would not be satisfied with them, or that
they would not be able to handle the Zeitgeist of this new era of family businesses. Additionally,
my many years of work with Narrative Therapy highlights my passion for dialogue — yes, in
a bibliographic review I could talk to the authors of the texts; or in the quantitative research I
could give color, tone, and voice to a certain statistic, contextualizing it so that it would
represent people, but, I would miss the lack of collaborative conversation.
Qualitative research was identified as the desired option, but soon another question imposed
itself: What type of qualitative research would be the most appropriate to answer my original
question or (also at the beginning of the work) my concern about knowing how other women
experience this position that was so dear and challenging to me?
What instrument would be the most appropriate to help me construct this question and to feel
for some answers?
I remembered a colleague from the Social Construction: Premises and Practices workshop
given by Professor Celiane Camargo-Borges, who, when commenting on her research work,
left me with the following reflection: “I asked my interviewees ‘What do I need to know about
you to start my research?’ ”
Guided by the principles of Social Constructionism, 3 I was also starting to align myself with
the epistemological position highlighted by Saul Fuks,4 “which assumes the participation and
commitment of the researcher as a central aspect of the project”.
- We inhabit a world of meanings.
- These worlds of meanings are closely related to our actions.
- Meanings are constructed in relationships, not in an abstract field.
2 Camargo-Borges, C. (2018) Creativity and Imagination: Research as World Making! In: Handbook of
Arts-Based Research. Patricia Leavy (editor). Guilford Press. Part I, chapter VI, Pages 88–100.
3 GERGEN, K.J. An invitation to SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION. 3rd ed. SAGE Publications. [2015].
4 FUKS, S.L. En Primera Persona: Investigando mundos de los que somos partes [In First Person:
Investigating worlds that we are part of]. Magazine Estudos e Pesquisas em Psicologia – UERJ. Dossier
Produção de Conhecimentos e Políticas de Subjetivação [Production of Knowledge and Subjectivation
Policies], December 2009.
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The personal interview seemed to be the technique that would give me this support, but even
so, I would not have time (and it was not the objective of the work) to do a large number of
interviews, with a sample quite divided by size and geographic location of the businesses,
generation of the family, family nuclei involved, etc. I am based in Rio de Janeiro, and Brazil
contains several countries within one.
Professor Fuks suggested that I use Snowball Sampling, and the moment I started reading
and studying it I realized that it was exactly what I needed.
The work of Juliana Vinuto 5 allowed me to understand this methodology, which uses “chain
referrals” for a non-probabilistic sampling, and its use when the study is about “sensitive
issues of a private scope and, therefore, requires the knowledge of the people belonging to
the group or recognized by the group to locate informants for the study”.
For the sampling, texts, documents, or “key people” — known as seeds — are used to arrive
at the research subject itself — those that will bring relevant information to the study.
(...) it is requested that the people indicted by the seeds indicate new
contacts with the desired characteristics, from their network, and so on and
so on, and, therefore, the sampling framework can grow with each
interview, if it is in the researcher’s interests.

The author warns of a limitation of this method, which is that the indications arriving via the
seeds incorporate the “decision of each individual (the seeds) regarding who is appropriate
to interview. (...) this can lead the researcher to collect data that reflect particular perspectives...”
Conscious of these limitations, I decided on the Snowball Sampling, because I think that,
due to it being indicated by someone I know, this brings confidence and comfort in tackling
a private matter that may involve delicate and/or threatening situations, which would arouse
dormant conflicts already experienced or those still simmering away.
Thus, I started searching my network of contacts for women with the profile I wanted and
the so-called “key informants” or “seeds” — those who would make it possible for me to find
other women outside my network.
The selection requirements were as follows:
- not be formally participating in the family business at the time of the interview.
- can pertain to any generation of the family that established the business.
- can be a spouse or ex-spouse of an entrepreneur who started the company almost concurrently with the marriage.
I chose the personal, individual, and open interview. This choice intended to bring to the
study what I called “more than a conversation, but not quite a survey”.
I used the words as a creator of reality and not as a representative of it; “language is a collective creation of place and culture”.6 I asked the interviewees to speak in the first person
singular. I made it clear that I was jointly responsible for the risk that we could run together
at the time of telling the story because to retell is to give new meaning and open new paths
for understanding.

5 VINUTO, Juliana. A amostragem em bola de neve na pesquisa qualitativa: um debate em aberto
[Snowball sampling in qualitative research: An open debate]. Temáticas, Campinas (SP) 22 (44) Aug/
Dec 2014. Available at: https://econtents.bc.unicamp.br/inpec/index.php/tematicas/article/view/10977
6 Camargo-Borges, C. (2018) Creativity and Imagination: Research as World Making! In: Handbook of
Arts-Based Research. Patricia Leavy (editor). Guilford Press. Part I, chapter VI, Pages 88–100.
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The invitation was quite simple, and in it, I was already positioning myself as a subject of the
research as well.
I am Martha Estima Scodro, a psychologist, family therapist, and writer.
I have studied and researched family relationships for many years, and lately, my
focus has been on the role of women in family businesses.
In my personal and family life I have experienced, and am still experiencing, the
movement of the new (second and/or third) generations that are invited or
summoned to occupy a place in these businesses.
There are many issues regarding inter-generational communication — the tensions
between innovation and tradition, the construction of the role of heiress and heir, etc.
— and in a way, all of this is mediated by the mother/wife/ex-wife.
How do the women — especially those who are not directly involved in the
business — experience, participate in, and follow these processes in their
families?
In an environment of extreme trust and total confidentiality, I would like to invite you
to talk about this place.
My appreciation, recognition, and empathy for your feelings are genuine.
* This study is part of my research project for the International Diploma in Social
Construction and Professional Practice, which I am undertaking at the Taos
Institute, whose mission is to bring together academics and professionals in the field
who study social processes for the construction of thought, knowledge, and human
values, and their global applications in collaborative, relational, and appreciative
practices.
Six women accepted the invitation, and with them I was able to learn a little about how they’ve
7
moved through this world, what theories and beliefs
they had constructed, and how they
explain and legitimize their acts and ways of living.
I also included some talks and conversations that I had had informally with people related
to the theme, from workshops and meetings on succession, legacy, family businesses, and
business families. Testimonials from professionals who work with family businesses were
also research instruments.
A small bibliographic review of the literature and online seminars promoted by the Taos
Institute support this study.
2.2 Wikipedia, hashtags, hyperlinks, and Stories
In the Methodology, it is also important to include the way I chose to present this work —
something which only appeared almost at the end of it.
Realizing that one of the features of this study was the inexhaustible, broad, diverse, and
extraordinarily rich field that is formed in the overlap between family and business, I wanted
to find something that reinforced this.
Presenting it with the layout of a page from Wikipedia (the free, collaborative, and open
encyclopedia) emphasizes my intention to leave the text open for editing, inclusions,
modifications, and additions to this theme.
Herein, the hashtag and hyperlink features — which are characteristic of Wikipedia — gained
a poetic license, so to speak.
7 FUKS, S.L. En Primera Persona: Investigando mundos de los que somos partes [In First Person:
Investigating worlds that we are part of]. Magazine: Estudos e Pesquisas em Psicologia – UERJ. Dossier
Produção de Conhecimentos e Políticas de Subjetivação [Production of Knowledge and Subjectivation
Policies], December 2009
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Besides the Oxford Dictionary definition of a hashtag in June 2014 — “hashtag n. (in the social
media of websites and apps) a word or phrase after a hash sign (#), used to identify messages
related to a specific topic; [also] the hash symbol itself when used in this way” — according to
Michele Zappavigna, 8 hashtags also have linguistic metafunctions, which identify three
simultaneous communicative functions:
1- The experiential function of classifying posts as a particular type of experience.
2- As an interpersonal function of building relationships for example, facilitating
evaluative meta comments that resonate in a post (I am watching a new series. It is
so #cool).
3- As a textual function of organizing a post; for example, at the typographic level,
the # symbol functions as a special character that acts as a form of punctuation,
signaling that the tag is metadata.
For the metafunctions of private experience, meta comments, and metadata, I used hashtags
in the “Personal Context” and “Women and Their Stories (i.e., the Interviews of the women)”
chapters, when I realized that there were words or expressions that, despite being repeated
a lot by the interviewees and by myself, in that context they brought a special meaning, a
positive emotion, a bitter taste, or pride, and gave the very personal character of each statement. I marked them visually with the #.
Instead of readers using common sense as a guide for the marked content, I would like them
to seek what that word or expression arouses in their internal repertoire.
Hyperlinks are used here for the bibliographic references and suggestions for reading the
texts and articles used in the study.
The interviews retold as narratives — without the trait of classical transcription — followed
Dawn Dole’s suggestion 9 : “Use stories, because they have wings, they fly from mountain to
mountain, creating new meanings and speaking directly to the people”.
The use of these resources and format helped me to construct the space I was looking for
to externalize my two-year journey with this work, which aims to remain open and receptive,
like a Wikipedia page, to any type of collaboration that could create openings to highlight
this issue.

8 HASHTAG. IN: Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Flórida: WIKIME, Accessed on: November15, 2020.
9 Executive Director of the Taos Institute. “Good stories have wings and like birds fly from mountain to
to mountain.” --Romanian Proverb
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For us to design the contexts in which we were going to operate, we had to establish some
common definitions for family business and family.
In this study we will use Patricia Cole’s definition of family business10:
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“We define a family business as any business whose control
and ownership is by a single family, in which two or more family
members are, or have been, involved in the business”.
I also felt free to create a personal definition of family:
Family is a group of people who, living together (in the same
space or not, at the same time or not, with blood ties or not),
feel they belong to and share a common history of coexistence.
The business that is formed within a family, works within, outside, and around it, incorporating,
associating, or even denying the values of the family. The measure of this is always particular
to each family business.
Certain businesses mimic the identity of the family — the name of the company is the
surname of the family or the founder, or an abbreviation of the names, and it was common to
have the name of the founder together with “& Sons”, even if the family comprised one son
and five daughters.
In a broad sense, the family is humanist and the place where the dearest and most constituent
values of the human being are constructed. Relationships start symbiotically with the mother,
expand, and incorporate the father, expand further still to include siblings, grandparents,
great-grandparents, the extended family, the new configurations with divorces, second and
third marriages, and half-brothers/sisters, thus weaving this web we call society.
In his text “Un ‘modelo’ sistémico de comprensión-acción de dinámicas sociales: tres11
dimensiones de las prácticas sociales transformadoras [A systemic comprehension-action
‘model’ of social dynamics: three dimensions of transformative social practices], Saul Fuks
mentions Bateson’s conceptions regarding making different descriptions of the same
circumstance, and he proposes “describing contexts according to the conditions/characteristics
that distinguish them”.
In every context we can recognize:
A) An event or situation,
B) The distinct elements of this situation,
C) The relationships that are forged within this situation, and
D) The scope in which the situation occurs,
E) Which produces the effects on this situation (changes in attitudes, actions,
form, and content of the message; and the emergence of desired and
undesired effects, and meanings and reframing of meanings).
According to the author, the action of contextualizing assumes putting into context a situation
that appears or seems to be isolated and separated from all those elements that surround it,
that have influenced it, currently influence it, and are influenced by it.
Thus, this work has as a CONTEXT the experiencing, in my family, of these two generations
starting to work together in the family business and envisioning a succession that, if it is still
distant, needs to be planned now. The DISTINCTIVE ELEMENTS of this situation would be
creation of future and succession; traditional management models vs contemporary ones;
innovation bringing disruptions and, with it, new philanthropy; investments in businesses with
a positive social impact; etc.
10 COLE, P.M. Understanding Family Business Relationships: Preserving the Family in the Business.
Nova Southeastern University. The Family Journal: Counseling and Therapy for Couples and Families.
Vol. 8 No. 4, October, 2000.
11 FUKS, S.L. Practica Social. Un “modelo” sistémico de comprensión-acción de dinâmicas sociales:
três dimensiones de las prácticas sociales transformadoras [Social Practice: A systemic understanding
-action “model” of social dynamics: three dimensions of transformative social practices]. (Unpublished
text – Communication from the author).
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The RELATIONSHIPS forged between father, mother, sons, and daughters, which in the past
were strictly formed by family ties, begin to be reviewed. Other potentialities and weaknesses
appear, and conflicts are revived. Alliances, triangulations, conflicts of loyalty — everything
begins simmering as the children grow and see the possibility (or not) of choosing to work in
the family business.
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The SCOPE in which these events take place is the business and the family; however, the
family is the epicenter of the events. Although the business is something distinct from the
family, with its own rules and governance, it is here that this unique problem opens up. The
boundaries of the two environments are relaxed, and the “lines in the sand” are often outdated
and difficult to redraw.
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At the end of the paper, I hope to formulate some possible maps for this family/business
context.
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The EFFECTS that produce this situation in the relational dynamic between mother, father,
sons, and daughters — especially in the role of the mother — is the subject of this study.
When I started organizing the context markers — “that which is unique and differentiates one
situation from another”12 — before even starting the interviews (in a first draft of the work), I
started to realize the number of nuances that each one of them would be subject to.
Each marker certainly functions differently for each family and each business. Behaviors and
rules might be extremely acceptable and desirable in one family/business, while in
others they could be highly objectionable and undesirable.

12 FUKS, S.L. Practica Social. Un “modelo” sistémico de comprensión-acción de dinâmicas sociales:
três dimensiones de las prácticas sociales transformadoras [Social Practice: A systemic understanding-action “model” of social dynamics: three dimensions of transformative social practices]. (Unpublished text – Communication from the author).
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Being part of this study and, through it, trying to find answers or new paths for my challenges,
I will open space here to contextualize my experiences with #familybusinesses, their
differences, and similarities in the way I have experienced and continue to experience them.
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My family of origin had a #familybusiness and, through marriage, I joined a family that also
had a #familybusiness.
My paternal grandfather, of Portuguese origin, had a small business in which my father —
one of the eldest #sons — worked for over 30 years. However, neither my brother nor I were
trained to #continuethebusiness. My parents had other plans for us, and we fulfilled those
dreamed of plans: I am a psychologist, and my brother is a doctor.
In the family, of Italian origin, that I became a part of after I got married, the #sons were raised
to work from an early age, in the business founded by my husband’s father and uncle. For the
women, there were other plans: they would-be wives, or they would have other professions
outside the management of the business.
Both businesses followed the #patriarchal idea of the men in the business and the women
excluded from it, although this was less rigid with my grandfather’s business, and with quite
different #successionrules established, due to the size and scope of the business.
In the former, it was almost organic, without formalities — the #sons came and went from the
work according to their personal matters and needs; whereas, in the latter, there were clear
rules of succession, based on meritocracy, but permeated by issues of the hierarchy of
the #olderovertheyounger — there were places reserved to grow with incentive and “succeed”,
but there were those who had to fight to find a place within the business, #tohavetheirvoiceheard,
although, paradoxically, there was no possibility of being left out.
Not so quickly, I began to realize that there were many definitions and subtleties when it
comes to #familybusinesses and that there are as many definitions as there are businesses
registered with the Commercial Registry.
In my #familyoforigin, in which my grandfather’s way of life was reproduced, living above or
next door to the small business was the rule, and everything was lived without boundaries,
but with one thing in common: my father — one of the #oldersons — was for many years the
one who worked and conducted the business with my grandfather, and was, therefore,
considered to be the #successor. This lack of boundaries often created many conflicts,
because the #familyrules of accommodating and looking out for the children (who were
many) transferred the first family rule to the business: #thehomewiththeopendoor was the
#businesswiththeopendoor.
The physical, emotional, and professional proximity of all the #familynuclei was very great,
almost indistinct. It was as if the family was above the business, with all the risks that this
entailed.
It was the opposite in the family I came to be a part of the business was above the family, but
susceptible to other risks.
There were different relationships with the business, considering the #familynuclei: some
were close and others more distant (our case). The company was physically far from where
we lived, which created a certain ceremony in the relationship. We had to plan to go there,
we participated in family/corporate events, but always at a certain distance. This protected
us, but in a way alienated us from the day-to-day.
Every time I think about and look at this moment in my life, I gain a reflexive retreat that allows
me, from time to time, to create new ways of narrating this story, including and excluding
(in this great relational context) the many constituent forces of this field: #explicitrules and
#implicitrules; and rules that we didn’t even know existed, but which have the power to guide
relationships and, in particular, act as agents for constructing the subjectivity of each of
those involved in the business.
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To deal with and experience these rules, move within and through them, and take them to
your own family, a large emotional effort is required, especially from those who move within
both environments.
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Another important point I perceived is that the life cycles of the families and the businesses
are not always (or I would say rarely) aligned. The business may be experiencing a moment
of #greatexpansion, and the family, or one of the nuclei, may be experiencing a loss, a
divorce, an illness, or a moment of #greatdiffidence. The reverse is also true: a moment of
great joy in the family (e.g., a birth, marriage, or graduation) can be accompanied by a
setback in the business.
These different #relationshipexperiences with the business cause conflicts and reverberate
differently in each person, and they are unclear and often involve a difficult choice between
#thehealthofthebusiness or #thehealthofthefamily — there is not always an “and” in this
choice and, consequently, some feelings are minimized, neglected, or suppressed.
Our #familynucleus flowed without major hurdles and, according to Winnicott (an English
psychoanalyst), happy life is one that is lived interestingly, with or without symptoms, with or
without anguish, but maintaining curiosity and psychic health.
These stories of differences and similarities had many developments, especially regarding
#thesaleofthebusiness, which is the great driving force of this work.
My father sold his part of the business, then we moved to another city, and he went to work
in another field. The business continued, almost the same size, with the other brothers and
grandchildren, and today, at 106 years, is the oldest business in the city. As I mentioned
above, in a family in which the #familyrules almost overlapped the #businessrules, the
business is experienced in the imagination by everyone, more as a continuity of the family
than a business.
In the family I am now part of, the business has grown a lot and, according to the logic of
#successfulbusinesses, it was sold, entirely, and the whole family went out. As a business
it was spectacular — proof that the hard, resilient, and focused work that imposed
many personal sacrifices on the people and their families who were directly involved was
worth every moment of this journey.
Other challenges began to arise, the first of which was: “What are we going to do now?” From
one moment to the next, everyone gained the freedom to be able to embrace personal
desires and start solo journeys in projects that may have been cherished, but never executed;
while also renouncing a whole world created and experienced with known rules, which had
conferred certain life security. A world that they were a part of, but was recursively
established by them.
In my opinion, perhaps the greatest of all challenges was the crossing of an important line:
that of a family owning a business in the mold of corporate and #traditionalcapitalism and
passing to the rules of #financialcapitalism. Without going into the classic definitions of one
and the other, which are unnecessary for now, what was imposed was the creation of a new
#mindset: the buildings, machinery, inputs, raw materials, packaging, stock, departments,
rules, quality control, hierarchies, etc. — all of this was suddenly transformed into
#financialassets, officially known as a liquidity event.
And everything changed.
New rules had to be established — autonomy, representation, and a voice in the face of this
new reality would have to be constructed by each #familynucleus.
At that time, our #familynucleus consisted of my husband (shaped by the patriarchal tradition
described above), myself (a psychologist also shaped by the same tradition), and two young
adult #children — #millenials educated at international universities. And our life cycle was
experiencing a moment of expansion: my husband was at the height of a successful
business; I was feeling somewhat fragile due to personal events but had plans to reinvent
myself; and my children were finishing university.
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Once again putting into perspective my two experiences at the end of the business, my
brother and I — in the role of #children — had already been guided toward not being part of
that company; however, my #children — due to their age at the time of the sale — were left
with the feeling of having lost an important part of the family/business identity and experienced
an ambivalent context about working or not working in the old business, without even knowing
what the new business would be.
It was a moment comparable to the fall of the Berlin Wall, the taking of the Bastille, the opening
of the Forbidden City in Beijing, and so many other metaphors we could make about solid
structures that suddenly “fall”: here we needed to reorganize life at a certain speed so as not
to run the risk of falling apart too.
Since then I have been experiencing many processes and much questioning, but with
everything coming together — sometimes in harmony and sometimes in extreme conflict
— as the result of the countless roles and relationships of which I am both the subject and
object: woman, mother, psychologist, and caretaker of the family’s emotional relationships
(even after so many years of being married into my husband’s family, I still feel like a foreigner),
seeking answers and asking questions in this great relational dynamic.
Of all these processes, dynamics, and questions, my position at the moment (the one that
aroused this concern) — which I am trying to elaborate on in this work — is my role as a
mother and woman in this #family and #business relationship, in this search for understanding
of this position.
Where before there was a rule to be followed, a physical space to be inhabited, or a career
plan, today there are many questions: Where will this physical space be? What will the
admission rule be? Who will be admitted and who won’t? Who has a voice and is part of the
inner circle? Who has a voice but is not part of it? How will these new positions be
negotiated? and so so many others...
And for the first time, I found myself not only amid of this whirlwind of questions, with no
previous framework to back me up: “How did this distant company — with which we had so
much ceremony — enter into our home and establish itself there like a desired, expected,
and feared visitor?” And it was not even the business we knew, because it had been sold.
We would have to deal with this stranger, which seemed like the old one, but soon found a
way to show us its differences much more than its similarities.
#Family and #Business: a harmony that is so difficult to experience.
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Women whose families have family businesses and who, at the time of being interviewed, did
not have executive positions in the company. This was the profile that came closest to my
experience and concerns.
The women are heiresses directly (father or mother) or through marriage, with one
characteristic in common: all of them have children who are old enough to assume positions
in the businesses or are already taking on these positions.
I interviewed six women with vastly different backgrounds in terms of trajectory and age, and
often very original conceptions of the world and work.
Age
Nº of women

30 - 40 years

40 - 50 years 50 - 60 years 60 - 70 years 70 + years

1

1

1

2

1

I tried to listen more closely to their RELATIONAL role in the family/company dynamic than
to the DESCRIPTION of their position. Relational interactions are dynamic and sensitive to
moments in the life cycle.
I also realized, from the countless times I listened to and re-read the interviews, and from the
way, I transcribed them, that I was the third person in the story they told about what they had
experienced or what they experience, and that I provoked a distancing from the experiences
(even when emotion arose) and, therefore, a reflexive retreat from their own experience.
When narrating, we live the story in another way.
In a certain way, they are all a SOUNDING BOARD for the intrafamily, extra family, business–
family, and family–business communications, especially between fathers and children.
I added to the interviews a statement sent by Ignácio Binimelis, CEO of the Family Office,
Lobo de Gubbio (Wolf of Gubbio).
I tried to give the interviews a style in which the reader could listen to them at three different
levels of narration: at the first level, with the interviewee’s speech in their own words; at the
second level, with my intervention at the time of the interview through questions, amazement,
and agreement; and at the third level, with my observations a posteriori and the articulation
between them, indicating similarities and differences.
Thus, reaffirming Dawn Dole’s suggestion13 : “Use stories, because they have wings, they
fly from mountain to mountain, creating new meanings and speaking directly to the people”.
At the end of each interview, I put the words marked by the #, which functions almost like a
summary of the themes covered by each woman.

13 Executive Director of the Taos Institute.
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On a hot September afternoon, at my favorite cafe, I looked for a table at which to talk with my
first interviewee (I will call her Ana) without being disturbed.
We had already talked on the phone after the recommendation of a mutual friend. We
exchanged messages for a brief explanation of the work that was being done, and immediately
she called to make sure she fit the profile I was looking for — the call was so important that I
considered it to be the beginning of the interview.
Ana and I already knew each other — our children attended the same school, but we knew
almost nothing about each other.
Ana is 60 years old, the oldest of three siblings, divorced, and with two sons, aged 25 and 26,
respectively.
She arrived in a hurry, a little late, but all smiles, a beautiful woman.
We ordered a coffee, and I opened my notebook.
I comment that I am incredibly happy she accepted my invitation, and of the coincidence
of the mutual friend, and I thank her for the trust she showed in telling part of her story.
She says that her father founded the business and made a lot of money. “My father’s family was
very polite and generous, but also spartan in their way of living. My grandfather had no money,
but he had tradition and manners.” Two values that, throughout the conversation, proved to be
very dear to her.
She describes herself as the #typicalrichgirl from a big city, and in this description includes
studying at good schools, being an excellent student, “... almost failing due to mistakes from
leading a life without much parental control”.
She and her siblings were raised by a governess, which was quite common in the 1970s in
families of high social standing who wanted a European education for their children. In the
case of Ana, it was also due to the divorce of the parents, “... my mother — a beautiful woman
— left everything behind and moved abroad”.
I do not know if she was following a great love or if she was investing in a personal career,
but we would see later on that this event was very destabilizing for Ana.
Ana spoke of her teenage years, many changes of school until going to a school in Switzerland,
“... a common way of #resolvingproblems when children are a handful and the parents are
unable to deal with the situation”.
She liked biology, wanted to be a scientist, and the school environment in Switzerland provided
this, but upon returning home she felt completely lost.
She talks a lot about this family environment “of a lot of fun and little focus”. I comment that I
fully understand what she is referring to and I speak a little about my move from a country town
to this big city in the same 1970s, and how unsettling this environment was for me. Laughing a
lot, we concluded that we studied at the same school, for about six months, and we complain
about its lack of boundaries. As she well described, it was a school for those who had money
and did not want to study — in my case, it was what welcomed me after the move in the middle
of the school year. We were not from the same group of friends — at that time, our worlds
were very distant, and she tells me “...isn’t it great that we’re here now after taking so many
twists and turns in our lives”.
Upon arriving from Switzerland, she was faced with #anotherfather — she quickly realized that
her father had become an alcoholic.
The #familydynamic established with the divorce of the parents and the absence of the mother
left her with the #responsibilityforthefamily, but she was unprepared, because she was not the
actual mother, and the way she was raised in childhood and adolescence “...as a #Daddysgirl,
#heiress, and a woman who would #haveagoodmarriage, did not contribute to this”.
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I ask about her relationship with her siblings. “My youngest sister never had any #interestinthebusiness
and she has conflicts with me because she thinks I’ve taken the place of our mother with her.
My brother, who graduated as an engineer, was always treated, and considered to be
#theheir of the business and my father’s position.”
I think of this traditional family model — a #familycontext in which the beauty of the woman, in
this case, the mother, can be disturbing, and if there is wealth involved, then the limits widen
greatly, and the family #microcosm repeats and reinforces the social #macrocosm of the
stereotypes that imprison. It takes a Herculean effort to change, but at that time Ana did not
know the strength she had or would develop.
She needed to go to college, and she chose Business Administration, “a generic course for
those who don’t know what they want, but which I thought could open up some possibilities
for me. I gave up being a scientist, but I have this spirit of searching, of being curious, of
trying to understand how things get to where they are and what the possibilities are of evolving.”
With a sparkle in her eyes, which I could not tell if it was pride or cry, she tells me: “I decided
to open the door of the business and look at #thecashposition. I am particularly good with
numbers — I think it is my scientist spirit for observing and making deductions — and I
concluded that everything was in chaos and could get worse”.
Emotionally, she says “I felt compelled to save my father, because, during adolescence and
their divorce, I felt saved by him and by his caring outlook, which saved me from the worst
at some crucial moments”.
From then on, she never left the business. “I repaid what my father did for me, saving him and
saving the business twice. Despite the problem with alcoholism, #Ireallyadmiremyfather, but
I have a lot of criticism regarding the #malechauvinisteducation I received.”
To this lack of family boundaries, she attributes many bad things that happened: to the family
in her adolescence (“my father plunged into alcoholism; my mother, beautiful and futile, living
abroad; and my siblings and I, off the leash and with money”); to the business; and especially
to the tensions in the division of the estate’s assets between the siblings, “divisions from
which I’m not sure I get any richer”.
We talked about the Greek concept of #hubris — the punishment imposed by the gods on
humans who dared to get too close to them, who wished to have too much and to “have a lot
of money and #haveeverything, due to #notkeepingalevelhead”.
Another important and mobilizing issue is the role of the #heir constructed and rooted in
ancient beliefs “... I was very alienated in my teens. The way I lived when I didn’t own my life
— nowadays I don’t look upon this time very favorably.”
Her opinion is firm: “Everyone who is created with the weight of this name is doomed to fail,
they are hapless”. I like to think: “Great gifts, great responsibilities”.
We entered another area extremely sensitive to her: beauty.
She speaks of the conflict with her mother as something irreconcilable: “beauty versus
intellectuality”.
Ana associates beauty with futility, as if a beautiful woman could not be competent, run a
business, or be successful — but it’s everything that she has done and is. Concepts that are
in line with “or” but not “and”; antagonistic ways of living.
She states what she considers to be the question of her life: “Whatever made me successful
— whether it was being the #typicalDaddysgirl, the beautiful #heiress who was raised to have
a #goodmarriage, and that alone — I was not trained to run the business”. And she has the
answer: “I resolved this with lots of psychoanalysis!”
She says that she’s always encountered problems with low self-esteem, and then makes a
pun regarding her height — she’s not a tall woman and maybe she feels devalued because
of this. Does she feel this way, or is it me that thinks so?
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“I was cunning and audacious; I made the right decisions in very difficult financial situations
— my father and my siblings recognize this.” However, I get the feeling that she found this
recognition to be insufficient, or that the process was so painful that she needed something
more to feel legitimate. Perhaps from her mother? Or from the husband she was married to at
the time? But this is me thinking these things.
With humor, she faced this world in which she felt insecure, despite having done a wonderful
and successful job “... I challenged this #malechauvinist #mansworld by going to formal
meetings dressed like a hippie”, she tells me with laughter.
At the business, now run by her, a process of debt consolidation, restructuring, and growth
began.
I reminded her of an encounter many years ago at a party at our children’s school. We hardly
talked, but I remember her leaving early with the following comment: “I’m going to a meeting
in which I’ll deliver the settlement of our family’s estate; a process that I’ve been negotiating for
more than two years, and today I’ll finally conclude everything.” I tell her that I was impressed
with her posture and her decisions, and I imagined the magnitude of the matter.
Maybe at that time I only had the #beautiful and #futile version of her, and at that moment I
was surprised at the possibility that she was involved with something so important.
Judgments we make when we do not know people; hasty conclusions, without imagining the
history of pain and joy.
She is surprised by my comment and is proud to have left this strong impression on me, “it
was a milestone in my life”.
For me too. Knowing that there are women taking responsibility for estate settlements,
involved in extremly complicated processes, and the same age as me, made me think about
how I could be so far from these decisions. When a woman does something big, all women
benefit. Thank you, Ana, for that moment.
She detailed the process, but here I will just say that she experienced enormous tension with
her siblings and in-laws, “... I was reputed to have stolen, that’s right, stolen the best part”.
She highlighted the difficulty of dealing with the in-laws: “When everyone married, everything
got complicated”, but despite the problems, she thinks that there is an understanding
between the siblings.
The brother who was #theheir, “totally accommodated and square in his thoughts about the
#divisionofthebusiness, was disgusted when he realized he would have to #sharetheinheritance
with us. The business was his”. We talked about psychological #ownership, the feeling of
having something more than what the rules say is yours.
Currently, she has no more shares in the business, but the brother is still there. However,
before selling her part, she needed time to determine if her children would like to or would
have a calling to work in the business. But she quickly realized that this would not be the
case, and due to her #personalhistory, she thinks that the children cannot be tied to the
#roleofheir.
Today she is an investor of this inheritance — she migrated from #traditionalcapitalism to
#financialcapitalism and has an excellent standard of living.
Her “a posteriori” view of her #personalhistory is that, while in the business, she was
conscious, without knowing it, of not embarking on the #RatRace.
In her management, she avoided repeating what she considered to be wrong in her father’s
management. She says with some irony that they never had “the pomp of the Family
business”.
For Ana, to have been successful in the business is regarded as being the result of great
suffering, and she highlights an enormous resentment that is directed toward women. She
feels that often, due to being a #beautiful, #successful, #rich, and #inheritant woman,
“people (friends) are hard on you. This perversity comes in the form of envy and pure malice”.
And she concludes: “Being successful was #therevenge against my mother and this whole
#familysystem and #malechauvinistsystem”.
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She also says that, for a while, she withdrew from her work to accompany her husband, due
to his work, and lived outside Brazil. When she returned, it was the second time that she
saved the business. And sometime later she divorced. At this point, we started a discussion
about her role in the #familybusiness, #divorces, #thingsthatcount, and #thingsthatdonotcount.
About the woman who interrupts her career to follow her husband and then divorces, and the
great hurt that runs through the relationship, and how this affects the #professionalidentity of
the women, in the sense of returning and having to start over. Once again, the #microcosm
repeats the #macrocosm; the patriarchal relationships are reinforced at all levels of life and
are repeated almost compulsively without allowing time to reflect, retreat, and open spaces
for more equality.
We speak about the men who surrounded her. Men who are saviors and men who are fragile
have been a constant in her life. Teachers who saved her and brought her down, her father,
the divorce in which her ex-husband also occupied these two places, and the sons — one is
well settled professionally and the other is still having difficulty knowing which paths to follow.
“In the division of a couple’s assets, nothing that is not money counts, but this is perverse”,
says Ana. And, as we will see in Beatriz’s interview, she is not alone in this thought.
Nowadays she knows how to deal with these feelings of loneliness and helplessness
because she learned “that time is the exit pathway, that the gales of life remove the veils”.
She uses the metaphor of a dark tunnel, “this darkness is the mediocrity of lives that are not
actually lived, that are repetitions of others, of loyalties that cannot be carried — I want no
part of this”.
We order another coffee, talk a little more about pleasant topics, and about my work; we
laugh at various things, and then Ana leaves.
From behind I see her walking away.
A woman who walks confidently, who has fought many battles (now I know of some), and for
whom life has brought, all at once, what many think to be the solution to problems: #money,
#beauty, and #intelligence. But Ana had to transform each one of these things into hers
because the way they were presented to her didn not suit her.
#money
#personalhistory
#RatRace
#roleofheir

#beautiful

#beauty

#goodmarriage

#verysuccessful

#intelligence

#mansworld

#rich

#professionalidentity

#beautiful

#revenge

#futile

#familysystem

#notkeepingalevelhead

#familybusiness

#hubris

#divorces

#haveeverything

#divisionofthebusiness

#malechauvinist

#sharetheinheritance

#theheir

#thingsthatcount

#ownership

#thingsthatdonotcount

#traditionalcapitalism

#microcosm

#financialcapitalism

#macrocosm
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On a rainy afternoon in a quiet restaurant in town, I looked for a corner table so I could talk
without being disturbed.
I found Beatriz through the recommendation of a mutual friend, and we exchanged messages
about the work and my interest in the subject.
She arrived late, and after apologizing said, very resolutely, that she was starving, and at her
command, in 15 minutes there was a meal in front of her.
Beatriz is 50 years old, divorced, but currently married, and she has two sons who are in their
twenties.
She was the one who encouraged me to record the interview. With the other women, I said that
I would not record — I am not sure, but it seemed to me that doing it like that would create an
environment of greater trust.
But Beatriz was so comfortable with the idea of recording “It is your work. Go ahead and record
it, let us do a test”.
After stating her full name, she started speaking. Her story overflowed, with no pauses.
She was one of the few interviewees who declared her husband’s name, the name of the
company, and she mentioned names of very well-known people — who, in some way, had
passed through the business and her life — without any intimidation. It seemed to me that she
considers her story to be “an open book”, in which she owes nothing to anyone and is not afraid
or ashamed to speak.
If we were shooting a movie scene, I would say that the director asked for “a close-up” — for
two hours or more I only saw her face, expressions and crying, she was all there. She moved
closer when she got emotional, moved away when she needed to take a breath, but at no
moment did she stop looking me in the eye.
Beatriz, who was studying in the health area and had recently completed a master’s degree,
met her husband who had no university education.
“He had nothing, absolutely nothing, worked in sales, and believed in the project he had in
mind. We fell in love, in less than six months we were married, and I came back from our
honeymoon pregnant.”
With a complicated pregnancy, she abandoned her #personalprojects and followed her
husband’s as closely as possible — the first time she went out after giving birth was to go to the
office to help create promotional material for the newly created business.
She never worked in the business, but it was in their home that all stages of the business were
created: they chose the name, she gave ideas on how to start sales, the number of salespeople,
the price of the product, etc.
Upon her recounting these details, I soon recalled the concept of emotional #ownership — the
subjective and psychological feeling of having something, even if not in reality, but to have the
right, to be the owner of something, to own assets, to belong to a group, to a project.
Ever since the beginning, Beatriz experienced psychological and emotional #ownership — for
her, family and business were one.
She “hasn’t’ been in the film” for the past five years, due to divorcing. Such pain in her eyes and
gestures. She says that she cannot participate in the company’s 20th birthday party, because
her ex-husband’s current woman does not want her around and does not acknowledge her role
in the #creationofthebusiness.
She never had a share in the business, she did not have her name on the contract, it was all
very simple, very homey, but the business assumed huge proportions, growing dramatically,
due to her ex-husband’s ability, and it became a very, very successful company, based on a
business model that hadn’t existed — it was created by him.
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Beatriz played the role of a very present companion who was very intuitive about her
ex-husband, despite him referring to the “loneliness of the pen”, but “... he didn’t see that he
was never alone — I was there100% of the time”.
I comment on this loneliness of men, using a passage by Lia Luft that is quoted in the book
I co-authored with Ana Cristina Leonardos “Festina Lente: Make Haste Slowly”, in which she
says that men’s loneliness is more devastating than that of women. To which Beatriz promptly
counters: “I did not read your book… but when women meet up with other women it is to cry,
but when a man meets up with another man, although he may be totally screwed up, ‘hey
man, I’m not in a good way, but I’ll get over it’, and then he will be like, ‘hey, so what are you
up to?’ Because men meet up with other men to brag about success; whereas women meet
other women to share their problems. So, men have this difficulty in feeling...”
Beatriz recalls how the business was in general, how they grew, how they seduced, how they
inflated egos, but that she looked at him and had a feeling of “gigantic scarcity because he
doesn’t change, he didn’t have and still doesn’t have anything else to revitalize himself with,
which is what holds us together”.
I now remember Ana’s interview, in which she referred to the #RatRace, that empty full-speed
race for money and power. Here the race was at an unthinkable level for, we might say,
ordinary people.
She returned to the point about emotional #ownership: “I didn’t have a position within the
business, but: I’LL CHANGE THE PRESIDENT, I’LL CHANGE THE BOARD, THE SALES
TEAM IS NOT OK ..., IT WAS ALL WITHIN MY MONTH” — I write in capital letters to indicate
the emotional and forceful tone she spoke with. The “My month”, represented the totality
of things she needed to deal with at home — it was the subject at the weekend, it was the
friends they mixed with, it was the crises she managed.
I ask myself: What was the real power, of being heard, that she had as a companion of such
a powerful man, for whom business acumen opened so many doors and made him so
successful in so few years? Does such a man listen to anything beyond this world created by
him? Or is he his judge, counselor, mentor ...
“The moments in which he thought he was the ‘almighty’… behind that I had already figured
out the situation, I’d let him say what he thought, what the other thought, he told the story
three times, sat down, wrote, typed it up on the computer, but he didn’t send it because I
called out ‘Wait, the kids are calling...’ and then he breathed, backed up, rewrote, and sent
another text.” Could she really have been that voice for him?
Beatriz touches on a crucial point for many women who feel devalued in this role; a role that I
call the #CEO, the #ChiefEmotionalOfficer, the one who commands, directs and is responsible
for family emotions and the #familybusiness transit.
“For this, there is no #VALUE — this is not in any book and is not measured by anyone anywhere.”
I agree with her and add: “You are the third person I’ve interviewed who’s told me that.” This
role is so devalued, so little understood by men — and you could say by the whole of society,
which still thinks that this is #nothingmorethandoingyourduty.
All the strategies and feasibilities of family life — in which, the higher you climb on the
#socialpyramid, the more elaborate and complicated they become — pass through the
#handofthewoman: the leisure trips ruined by the very urgent business; vacations canceled
and rescheduled a thousand times; and the private planes, helicopters, and boats, which
they refer to as their #toys. Of course, most of the time there is an enormous army of
secretaries and assistants, but this bridge between work and family, especially children, is
the women’s responsibility.
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Designer; there were so many helicopter trips that she became a pilot, and also
#humanresourcesmanager with the children, who were growing up in the midst of all this.
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It was up to her, and is up to many others, the task of emotionally managing everything. And
when I say everything, I mean those things that are confirmation of those who have won in life,
of the workaholics, but also the men who are inattentive with their children, but attentive to any
small change in the stock exchange and financial market. I venture to say, taking care of
everything that is life, but for men life is more than “THAT WAS ME, THAT WAS ME, AND IT
WAS THE WHOLE TIME — 17 years!”
She always uses the first-person plural: “We were growing..., we inaugurated..., we worked
until things turned around..., our office was a 35 square meter room”, and for this reason, I
return to the topic of her participation in the business.
“Ever since the company was founded, did you ever have shares, were they never offered to
you, or did you never think about this?”
She was categorical: “There were no shares, the company was his, it was all his”.
I asked again: “Was there never a conversation about you, at any time, entering as a partner?”
Reflecting and writing now, I find my question very naive, and out of place — maybe at that
moment, in that marriage, there was no need to formalize #somethingthatisours, and it is ours
because we live together, because #Idomypart taking care of and managing the #home, the
#family, and the #educationofthechildren, and you do your part working and providing.
Beatriz continues to recall with details #thestartofthebusiness. A typical #familybusiness
without hierarchies, without separate rooms, and open to family members — who wanted,
needed, or were interested in that moment — to enter. “This was the office, and he says he did
it all by himself.”
With the robust progress and tact of the ex-husband, things started to grow and required
formalization, records, but he “didn’t have the process as a foundation, he didn’t want to take
the route that would give him the right to sign something, he hired someone for that — he was
excellent at ideas”. And the company is his. IT IS”!!!
She went on speaking — with no fear of naming names and companies — about the
vertiginous growth they lived, until going public with the business.
Beatriz experienced the stressful process of the sale of a business, through an IPO,
of being the only person, according to her, who looked at this man with some compassion
and care. On this journey that he invited her to go on, she always refers to “us” and
“ours”, to talk about what they did and how they did it.
They spent a long-time outside Brazil, in a maddening pace of meetings, in which she
pointed out the absurdity of this way of doing business. But for him, the long-awaited
and desired day — to feel coveted by a market that (highly) rewards those who are
successful — had arrived.
Her interpretation is that he was being used by the negotiators at this breakneck
pace, to tire him out as much as possible so that he would make the wrong decisions. She
tried offering some options to protect him, ... “give me your phone, turn it off, take
some medicine to sleep, and have a restful night’s sleep...”
This makes me think that the role of #caregivingwoman is almost a mandate. Beatriz’s
dialogue resembles that between a mother and child, who needs to be protected
from dangers of which they are not aware: “There is something called a sudden
ailment (you could even die), but today you will experience sudden pleasantness —
you will take a shower, you will eat, you will sleep, you will recover from these five
days because there will be five more ahead...”
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Beatriz continued, “They seem like small gestures for someone dealing with millions, with
lawyers, with banks; but they are huge, and I made many huge gestures”.
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The feeling that arises is one of #lackofacknowledgement, of not being heard, of not respecting
the importance of emotions.
They were on opposite sides: she was genuinely concerned about him, and he was
concerned about the business, but there was no space, there was no opening. She felt part
of the negotiation, but he did not see it that way.
Soon after she had an acute migraine attack and had to go to the hospital, and they stayed
there for 12 hours, with no internet. She said to me: “It was the only way to stop him”. She
used her body for this, passed out, needed an ambulance, and of the 12 hours they spent
in the hospital, he slept in the chair next to her, “I was peeking out of the corner of my eye”.
I could not resist the comment: “This sounds like it’s straight out of a book!”
“This was me!”… “In the end, we signed!”
And here I return to this shared feeling of “we signed”: Did he think that way? She was sure:
“One hundred percent of the way I was there by his side, step by step”.
She gives another example of her companionship: At the end of one particular year, they had
their bags packed in the hall, friends of their children invited, nannies, etc. for a ski season
in Europe. On December 23 he says he can no longer travel because he needs to redefine
some important positions in the company. She makes herself available to reorganize the
plans, asks what he needs, redoes the itineraries, and he disappears for five days, interned
in the office, without seeing his children, until he resolves everything and starts the year with
a new corporate outline. The #womanbehindthescene, who is part of the business, but the
business is not part of her, because nothing connects them formally.
She acknowledges that “he has several characteristics that I admire, which is why I married
him: he’s obstinate; he’s not lazy; he’s a hard worker; he only does that which he wants to
do, which he has to do; he’s extremely detailed; and he’s a strategist to the last small detail”.
And, I add: “But I see a strategist woman too”.
To which she replies: “Yes, I am better than him. That’s why, if you compare me and him
when we got married when we divorced, and today, I am infinitely better. Because I know
where I am. I grew fueled by self-knowledge; he grew fueled by impetus and obstinacy (however
contradictory they may seem) and by a lot of luck too, being in the right place in the right way,
not missing opportunities, and having long-term vision, but he lost this a long-term vision a
long time ago”.
Beatriz’s work was threefold: the children, her interests, “and him” — and she puts it in a way
that “him” was something that needed constant attention.
I ask myself about this common dynamic in couples: a man who, in the eyes of the woman,
requires attention, care, and (why not say it) constant control; and a #caregivingwoman taking
care of everything and everyone in a relationship of fragility and power, as we saw above in
the account of the trip.
In this marriage in which everything was dizzying, in 17 years there were 12 house moves,
sophisticated decorations, and all the concierge services were performed by Beatriz. She is
part of the marriage package, #thewomanmanager.
This conversation leads us to another important one, which concerns the #sizeofthepatrimony,
which most of the time is ignored by the family, or by the woman, and this has several ways
of appearing in the marriage and is especially linked to the quantity and quality of information
that is shared in the #companyfamily flow. She narrates a day when he came home saying
that he lost a lot of money in a specific negotiation, and she reacted: “You’re not entering the
house like this. If I’ve never known how you’ve profited in this business, if I’ve never rejoiced,
celebrated, or taken delight in the wins, I don’t want to hear about the losses. How much
more is there elsewhere that I also didn’t celebrate?”
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The #acceleratedgrowth of the patrimony — which results in an emotional rapture and certain
ecstasy, almost like a drug, especially for those who started from nothing — manifests (as we
have already seen) in the form of boats, helicopters, houses, last-minute trips, and endless
trips on the weekends; however, there are many consequences. She points to the children
growing up in this whirlwind of pleasures, desires promptly satisfied, and per the taste of the
father’s desires. If the father wanted to travel, all activities were interrupted and there they
went, “he needed excitement, the moving spotlight”. This took its toll on the family — what
Beatriz calls the “parental alienation syndrome”, and she is currently trying to reconstruct
the path that was lost. Her children and she makes this clear, were not raised by nannies —
she knew the names of the teachers, helped them with their homework, and accompanied
their activities. She is proud of having experienced (unlike her father) the education of her
children.
But she acknowledges that “it becomes almost impossible to maintain a balance, and the
boundaries become frayed, everything becomes a great void to be filled with money — I am
a doctor of emotional development, and it’s like that in all areas”. She compares herself to the
chinese who balance the dishes and uses the adjectives “frenzied” and “super accelerated”
to refer to her life.
Two episodes mark the end of the marriage: the day he was on the cover of a renowned
magazine (that specializes in large fortunes) as a billionaire, when she says “his ego overinflated”;
and when he told me that he was renting an apartment to sleep at on the days that he was
not well “.
She did not accept this and asked him to leave the home: “I couldn’t agree with that, but
he tells everyone that I never asked him to stay”. She ordered him to leave with nothing,
through the front door, as she did not want her children to witness their father “with a
suitcase in hand”.
She was taken by surprise by a man she recognizes to be an excellent strategist, and, for
this reason, she is sure that he had already planned this exit some time ago.
“I don’t want lawyers because I don’t want to fight right now. Today you’ve made my
world crumble. Do what you want, I’ll sign where you want, but do it right, because time
will eventually reveal the truth.” Beatriz believes in a truth that comes out at the right time,
that what you do here you pay for here, that what goes around comes around, and that
the truth will appear.
“The divorce was horrible; he arrived with a paper and an invitation”:
“Let’s have lunch?”
“In the past eight years you’ve never asked me out to lunch. Are you inviting me to sit
somewhere and have lunch with you?”
Then he took a paper out of his pocket and said: “This here is everything we have. I think
the best thing for you is to keep this, this, and this, all right?”
“Can I have this sheet?”
“No, it’s just for you to look at.
The business will not enter the split, because it has a lot of risks. So, I am going to stay
with the company, and from what we have in assets, you keep the apartment we live in
and I’ll also give you this, this, and this.”
The business, this entity that overlaps everything and that has always been part of the
imagination and the identity of the family cannot be risked even being scratched by a
couple fighting, let alone by a divorce. And so, the painful question arises: Is the
business part of the couple’s assets? The #thingsthatcount and the #thingsthatdonotcount.
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Women are often embarrassed to ask about this division while the marriage is going well — it
seems like a #lackofconfidence. They do not enjoy the freedom of #gettingtoknowthebusiness;
it is not #awomansplace; marriage and the business are alienated from each other, often
accentuating the #inequalityofroles. The business’s assets are those represented by
numbers, and those of the woman is the education of the children. And we are in 2020.
Raising children is not part of the business’s assets, as Beatriz demonstrates:
“But the business is mine, because, after all, Beatriz, I was the one who made it what it is”.
“No, half is mine, because this half belongs to my children, and my children paid for this half
through your absence and your distance... my children suffered for you to be in this position.
I don’t know what you are going to do tomorrow.”
“No way, the business is mine... And nobody ever gave me anything, I educated them, I hope
they are happy with the education they have.”
I point out to Beatriz this belief of the “self-made man”, which is ingrained in the formation of
men, as if it were possible for someone to do any endeavor in this world alone, including birth
and their constitution as a human being. But this division established between emotion and
reason, between business and family, has crystallized in such a way that this vision is almost
universal. When will we see this change? Which generation will take this step? Is it already
being conceived?
I comment on an interview I saw of Barack Obama, in which he demystified the myth of the
self-made man in American society, talking about the opportunities provided by a country to
its citizens, and I also remember the words of Ortega Y Gasset: “I am I and my circumstance”.
“He’s a falsehood. He didn’t see me there by his side, that is why I told him to just go...
because if I hadn’t, I imagined myself in 17 years, for God’s sake...”
I comment on how strong this statement is: “He didn’t see me there by his side”.
Beatriz starts to get emotional: “He didn’t see me...!!!! And he still does not see me; he
doesn’t realize the emptiness he is, and my insane strength to get my children out of the way
of the mud he was slinging.”
She leans over the table and, holding my gaze, the story of the divorce overflows. In a state
of overflow, that is how I feel Beatriz.
Between the interview happening and me transcribing it, this moment remained inside me
almost untouched — there was a lot of pain there and another feeling that I was not able to
identify. And then the day came that I was able to identify it, watching an excerpt from the
theater play Gota d´água seco [Dry waterdrop] — a reinterpretation of the play Gota d´água
by Chico Buarque and Paulo Pontes. It tells the Greek tragedy of Medea and Jason, set in
Rio de Janeiro. Laila Garrin, in the role of Medea/Joana, features in a monologue addressed
to Jason.
There was Beatriz, “a jar of hurt so far”, but the phrase in the play that made me immediately
— so many months later — connect these two women was “I was happy and deluded”, and I
dare say that the most important word here is “and”. The woman in the life of a man to whom
she provided so many gains, much success, gave him children and, precisely because of
a greater promise of success and power and owning everything, this man dismisses her
without ceremony, and with another woman involved.
This is the interpretation of the tragedy, this is the life of many women who suddenly,
because of a great crisis — whatever the nature of it — discover themselves, and here is
the deeper meaning: if they discover themselves, they are uncovered. Secrets are unveiled;
territories, assets, possessions, maneuvers, and negotiations appear that, until then had
taken place far away from the home, or were used “for others”, but which now enter the home
through the front door, causing much damage, ruining certainties, undermining trust, and
turning loved ones into enemies.
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Without fear, Beatriz talks about the effect of this on her children and reinforces my
intuition regarding how to protect children, not only from overwhelming divorces, but
in raising them and protecting them from adult behaviors, “in which anything one can
do, is possible, and is within hand’s reach; and, in particular, where the most important
thing is to be happy”. A “happy” that is anchored in material goods from an infinite
source of resources.
This whirlwind of emotions, provoked by adults, leaves them confused, often putting
them in situations of personal risk, and they suffer immense #conflictsofloyalty with the
parents and the new partners.
These children and adolescents did not pass through the process of a family being
created out of nothing, or truly little, and they have no memory of it. Thus, alienated from
this growth process, they are raised in this world without material limits, which makes
them emotionally vulnerable and prone to great existential suffering when they must
face life’s limits.
Beatriz suffers because of this, and from the disdain and questions, she receives from
them about her part in the divorce and her position in the marriage — things that they
should not have known about.
I dare not interrupt Beatriz’s speech, but she makes it clear to me her concern about
creating and cultivating in her children values that are dear to her; about not forgetting
one’s convictions; and about transforming them into better people for the world.
How much women still need to shout out to be recognized in this role of #CEO (Chief
Emotional Officer); this place creates this protective barrier against what the Greeks
(since we have already spoken about them) call hubris. I had already mentioned this in
Ana’s interview — the Greek concept for that which #passesthelimit, the #immoderate;
when mortal man dangerously approaches the gods and tries to be like them, when
he wants to have more than what has been reserved for him and is severely punished.
These protective barriers that women build so well, or try to build, are like the Hedge
Funds — the financial market funds that protect investors against the oscillations of this
market. In family businesses, these Hedges should be developed for the protection of
relationships — not through contracts and lawyers, but through women fully exercising
the role of Chief Emotional Officer / #CEO.
Beatriz, overflowing with emotion, makes clear her feeling of extreme disillusionment
about the alienation imposed by the divorce regarding the business and her life project,
but mainly because she knows how much she contributed to the formation of her ex-husband
as a person, father, and businessman, and she does not hesitate in saying: “I have a
son; I made my ex-husband, I make my son”.
She navigates these turbulent waters, secure, insecure, adrift, at the helm, in the storm,
on a calm sea, and knows that there is still a long way to go in this emotional stabilization
of the family.
Her eyes desire this, and I do not doubt that she will manage to do so.
Our conversation covers many paths, with money punctuating everything; personal
values are questioned; lawyers; judges… and I decide here, to safeguard what I heard
out of respect for the trust that was placed in me.
I ask three questions to end our conversation:
What wouldn’t you do again?
“I wouldn’t trust as much.”
What would you repeat?
“I wouldn’t betray the essence — that’s what saved me.”
What was the hardest thing?
“Feeling disposable.”
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But Beatriz’s eyes shine. She is currently involved in countless major social projects, with a
large financial (but mainly personal) investment. This new way of using money and its
potential — the exercising of real solidarity and not as a facade, the search for the path that
is consistent with what she is and with what she has, salvaging the bond with her children; all
of this composes and recomposes this new Beatriz.
I now think of the “happy and deluded” and perceive it as “happy and wise”.
We say goodbye with a big, long hug — we are two women who, after a long conversation,
need our restorative silences.
I ask for the bill and gather my things.
#home

#socialpyramid

#thewomanmanager

#family

#thetoys

#sizeofthepatrimony

#educationofthechildren

#caregivingwoman

#lackofconfidence

#humanresourcesmanager

#conflictsofloyalty

#gettingtoknowthebusiness

#thestartofthebusiness

#RatRace

#awomansplace

#familybusiness

#CEO

#inequalityofroles

#personalprojects

#ChiefEmotionalOfficer

#passesthelimit

#ownership

#familybusiness

#immoderate

#participationinthebusines

#Value

#thingsthatcount

#creationofthebusiness

#handofthewoman

#thingsthatdonotcount

#somethingthatisours

#Idomypart

#highlyacceleratedgrowth

#lackofacknowledgement
#nothingmorethandoingyourduty
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Carla and I met to have breakfast. She was the only one of my closest private contacts who
agreed to participate in the project.
We had known each other professionally for some years since we worked in the area of Social
Psychology, and we have been meeting again more recently, also sharing this position of women
participating in family businesses, with the same concerns about this role in the family.
Carla is around 60 years old, graduated in Interior Design, has two sons who are in their thirties,
is divorced from their father but she has a boyfriend now.
From a deeply religious family, she resents this formation, as she was very stunted in her freedom
and with the marriage, she endured: “from a daughter of her father to the wife of her husband”,
and so it was for some years until she changed profession, divorced, and found her own voice.
The professional change also had to do with the need to seek what she wanted and how she
wanted to shape her life. As she says, “As a designer, instead of building scenarios for others
to live in, I wanted to build real houses”. And she adds: “When you change, you can fit in any
world”. Carla was looking for a place of greater autonomy, but this autonomy was not because of
a need for financial independence, but rather for the independence of thought, to create another
view of the world.
Already married and with children, she sought this formation in Social Psychology, in an area that
apparently had no relation to her initial formation, but which, at a certain moment in her life and
in the life of Brazil, started to make more sense for her. It was like an awakening to the country’s
social ills, and a way to use her privileged position in the #socialpyramid “to make a difference
in society”.
Carla makes some links between religion — which was of great importance in her family of origin:
“You should admire but not submit to God” — and academia, which was crucial when she did
her masters and Doctorate in the search for this new path: “people are extremely deified”. She
wants to be close to people of flesh and blood.
Carla and her ex-husband come from families with a background of high social and financial
standing, but her ex-husband’s family suffered a big blow and lost a lot of money. He built
everything he has with “... a lot of work and competence. It was not a family business, it was a
business with several partners”, but the ex-husband had a prominent position and the family
felt like a business within it, almost family-like.
Due to everyone’s competence, and from him the business enjoyed #acceleratedgrowth and
quickly reached the level of families of very high financial standing: “in this first boom in the
business I was together, but by the second boom I was already divorced”.
She was always concerned about raising her sons with a purpose in life, and always showing
a more “real” side of life — a result of her education and the turning point in her career, in
which she wanted to “transform the world into a better place for everyone”.
Carla is careful with her words, as if she wanted me to infer about some conflicts that she had
experienced, or is experiencing, but she does not feel at ease describing them too deeply.
Perhaps she fears I would judge her? Or that it destroys the impression that she resolves
conflicts well, that she is the #peacemaker of the family? Could it be that she does not want
to show that sometimes — like most people — she had to clash? But this is just me thinking.
The conversation flows smoothly, and she recalls that one day the eldest son said the following:
“I want to be #richandfamous like my father”. This was like a red warning light, because, like
other interviewees, she saw the father of the boys (who were teenagers at the time)
“being dazzled by the #toys, helicopter, plane, many houses, etc.”.
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I would like to point out how women — at least the ones I interviewed — view this externalization
of wealth with great concern. We can think that, if they were not created with all these
#excessiveluxuries, having the reins of the #educationofthechildren in our hands — because
the fathers are totally involved in their work and the quest for success — is a task of great
responsibility and can be frightening.
It was up to Carla, like so many others, to remain in the role of #defenderofvalues, accompanied
by a great deal of ambivalence, because in the work she developed she saw other realities
and, in the life, she lived, everything was very distant from this world. “How does one coexist,
without hypocrisy, with these two equally real worlds?” This is the modus vivendi of families,
but it seems that it is up to these women — particularly for whom these issues are concerning
— to make the effort to have this awareness of the real world at all times. For men, this awareness
of both worlds comes always through #working, #havingsuccess, and #meritocracy.
Carla’s decision to take her children to know and experience other realities and to donate
— from their allowances — to social projects is commendable. “It was the way I discovered
to bring them closer to reality, which I thought was important.” But at the same time, she
tells me about the gap that exists between donation and personal involvement, and that she
continues “supporting and encouraging them in this direction, now that they are autonomous
adults and make their work and investment decisions”.
Carla has a great relationship with her ex-husband, “... always treating him as he should be
treated, fulfilling the promise of marriage ‘to take care of him’, and to be a #goodinfluence for
our children”. These religious values often punctuate her life, but the interpretation I make is
that she managed to reframe the lack of freedom and the suffocation she felt, and now she
lives these principles with the ease that she wanted.
When I invited her to the interview, she said to me “Ah, you want to interview #theopiniongiver”.
And throughout our conversation, she says that she is #theofficialopiniongiver, and she feels
good in this role, including in some business initiatives involving her sons and her ex-husband
— she is always invited to give her opinion.
She took upon herself the job of bringing #socialawareness to the family and feels her place is
acknowledged by her sons, partner, and ex-husband. “I think I did a good job; I admire my sons,
they are ‘good people’, respectful, and I think I’ve also done a good job when conflicts of theirs have
arisen with their father.”
Carla does not dwell on or intensify conflicts, but she tells me that the father — due to him
having a background that was “somewhat #malechauvinist” — demands a lot from the eldest
son, but less from the youngest, which concerns her greatly. Her trait of #diplomacy, of trying
to resolve things without confrontation does not help him much in these moments: “I suffer
because of this”.
I ask if this has always been so, or if it has to do with this moment of the sons entering the
workforce — or, more specifically, entering their father’s business. “It is not the
#successioninthebusiness that worries me, because there is no business at stake, but the
#successionofthesuccess, the culture of #havingsuccess at any price, and the excessive
valuation of #makingalotofmoney”.
These abstract and seductive notions are arising for these young people without the basis
of constructive work, without the process of personal growth or knowledge structured in
reflective learning, which forms the basis of what we call someone’s body of work.
We talk about the different types of business and patrimony to be inherited, and how some
young #heirs — who do not inherit anything concrete (a factory or a company), but inherit
patrimony composed of capital, investment funds, etc. — have one further challenge to face.
This transition from #traditionalcapitalism to #financialcapitalism is an immense challenge
and can be very liberating for some, as it allows them to do what they want; however, it can
also be very paralyzing for others, due to them not having experienced (for obvious reasons)
the time that their parents had in creating it, and with this, also create their desire for growth,
for #havingsuccess, etc.
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She agrees that this ease of access to the things that money brings produces volatility (to use
a financial market term) in desires, values, and life purpose. Everything is real, but nothing
is concrete: “You don’t have something to look at every day, you don’t join a company, you
don’t see a transformation, you don’t take care of a building — everything happens on an
Excel spreadsheet”.
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Carla goes back to the point when her ex-husband gained a lot of #money and “started to
be dazzled” — perhaps it is the only moment that we talk more deeply about some delicate
issues that, in a way, led to their divorce. She did not think that this behavior was “a
#goodexample for the children, who were still being molded”. She talks about how the
youngest son acknowledges that the limit he tests with his father is the limit “you (the mother)
established with me and my brother”.
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She is careful with this and, to this day, it is a pillar of her life: “the #care so that the father is
a #goodexample for the sons, puts him in a good place, to be a good reference”, which is
vitally important to her. She does not tell me this as something that is weighing on her, or in a
resentful tone — on the contrary, she thinks that it is part of her #positioninthefamily.
This care is also apparent when dealing with money (hers and that of the sons) — this
concern with the social aspect “is the way I have to enjoy the money combined with the
purpose, to mirror investments and #values”.
Carla leaves me the impression of someone who is very satisfied with the changes she is
made throughout her life, in search of her voice and her place as she wanted it to be, not as
determined by religion, marriage, etc.
She proudly positions herself as her family’s #defenderofvalues, and she is very welcome in
this position.
#educationofthechildren

#working

#defenderofvalues

#havingsuccess

#socialpyramid

#meritocracy

#acceleratedgrowth

#traditionalcapitalism

#peacemaker

#financialcapitalism

#richandfamous

#positioninthefamily

#malechauvinist

#goodexample

#toys

#care

#excessiveluxuries

#goodinfluence

#socialconscience

#theopiniongiver

#heirs

#theofficialopiniongiver

#successioninthebusiness

#diplomacy

#successionofthesuccess
#makingalotofmoney
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I met Denise at the end of a extremely hot day, which quickly became one of those storms
that halt cities.
I thought about the possibility of canceling the interview, but she was very firm: “Don’t even
think about it! Telling my story gives me great pleasure, and every time I tell it, new things
happen”.
We arrived soaked, and as soon as we were settled, she said “I think the immersion has
already begun”.
She said that she came by taxi thinking about the invitation and what she had told me on the
phone when we made the initial contact: “I see, you want to interview the #Eminencegrise”,
and added: “Martha, I don’t know why I said that I think I feel a little like the #Eminencegrise,
but it’s always been difficult to recognize myself in this place. Now you’re making me think of
this position differently”.
Denise is the oldest of all the women interviewed, almost a generation older than the others.
Just like Ana and Eliana, her business is part of her father’s family. When she talks about family
relationships, there are many differences in positioning to the younger ones — especially
regarding the figure of the father. There is a respect, a hierarchical relationship of father/
daughter, man/woman at an almost protocol distance, but despite this #patriarchal pattern
also appearing in the younger generations, there is already a breath of freedom in their way
of doing business, and more space for personal desires.
We order our coffee; I tell Denise my story and about the work, and then I listen to her.
Her father founded the factory that is still a success today. Her mother was German — more
liberal than her Portuguese father, who was “very #malechauvinist”. She has two brothers.
She was raised to be a wife and the brothers were raised to work.
At the age of six, the parents divorced — she thinks her feeling of responsibility to the family
comes from there. It is here that I remember Ana, who, due to the divorce of her parents,
also developed this responsibility, but unlike Ana, Denise apparently did not have to save
her father from anything.
Denise and Ana share common paths: Denise was also sent to a boarding school in Switzerland
as a teenager to study “homemaking”. She returned, and at 17 she married, and she is still
married to this same husband, with whom she has two children.
She says little about her husband, only telling me that there was a large economic difference
between them and that he went to work at the father’s business and never opposed any
decision of hers to study, work, etc.
Reading the interview now and reflecting, I realize that at no time does she speak about her
mother, her husband, and one of the brothers. I note here uncertainty about her wanting to
operate within my invitation to “hear about her role as a mother/daughter in the business”.
But these are my thoughts.
Already married, she began studying Business Administration, and Law. Currently, she
works as a Mediator.
There were two clear rules in the family: one, that #thewomendonotwork in the business; and
the other, that the family had a #workculture — which appears all the time in her story and
that of her children.
I think it’s important to note that decisions about her freedom to work are more related to her
father than her husband: “I started working after my children had grown up — my father had
no way of stopping this. I studied Law at 50 years of age”.
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At some point later in the interview she used the word #deposed, but I included it here
because when listening to Denise and her story it is like the story of a #dynasty; a family that
has its relationships determined by this centralizing father while the mother and one of the
brothers — at least in this interview — do not appear as relevant. All the action occurs
between the father, the son, the daughter, and the grandson.
She has huge #admirationforthefather, not only because he created a business that for many
years was innovative and the market leader in Brazil, but also because he took charge of the
business again, already 80 years old, and “dared to remove my brother who was in charge”.
The story she tells me with plenty of details — not all of which are reproduced here to be
careful not to identify people — is about her relationship with her son, with her father, and
with a brother. It is within this field that she moves very well, knows her father and the oldest
brother, knows how to act, and the right moments and time and way in which to present her
ideas, and, accordingly, I begin to understand the meaning she attaches to #Eminencegrise.
The succession in the business occurs with the son/grandson. The path was paved by her,
and she tells me with a smile “I let my father think that he paved the way”. She #honorsherfather,
giving him this place.
Denise uses an interesting word to refer to this process of so many years: #elaborate. It is
how she sees herself, someone who elaborated, accumulated, separated, finished,
modeled, and as many actions that could be involved in the act of elaborating.
While her older brother was taking on important positions in the business, she was #elaborating
her son’s career with her father. “My father insisted that he study at the same university from
which he graduated, located outside Brazil.” This institution is a milestone in the family’s life;
“it was with great difficulty that my father completed his studies, which enabled him to have
the career he was building; so, studying there was very significant”. I became curious and
asked why he did not propose this path to his son, but Denise’s answer is vague, a gesture
with her hands and questioning look.
There were two plans in the business for the succession, “mine, with my son: and that of my
brother, with his son”. According to Denise “he was preparing him to be a prince, and I was
preparing my son to work”. Here again is the idea of the lineage, of the #dynasty.
This brother, with many difficulties in his relationship with the father, made a bold decision
that proved disastrous for the business. “Under his management, the company shrunk two-thirds,
so my father removed him (he was #deposed) and retook the reins of the business 10 years
after he had left. He created a Board, in which he included me and my other brother, and
made room for my son to be promoted.”
Her son — who worked as an intern and in less important positions when he was on vacation
from the university — had already graduated and left the business to work in the financial
market and in other family ventures.
The same route was taken by the #heirs who are being prepared to one day take over
the #familybusinesses.
When the problems started, the grandfather called him, and “he entered in the right place,
#elaborated important partnerships in the market, and helped build the business up. He was
being prepared by the then president and by the grandfather to take over the business. And
today he is the president”.
“The cousins are very different; they were raised totally different — mine were created for life,
but my brother’s children were raised to be #sucessors.”
Denise represents many families, many #dynasties, many #corporatesurnames, which
proves the thesis that, if these #heirs are not very qualified, the business succumbs in the
transition from the first to the second generation.
And where are the women (her and the daughter) in this story?
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She, #elaborating her son’s path, but also dedicating herself to her personal projects in the
non-profit sector as a lawyer and mediator, involved with social issues in the country. She has
built a highly respected career in this sector. The daughter, who was outside this #successionrace,
has worked in a large international organization outside Brazil.
Denise’s activity in the non-profit sector was so respected that one day, a client came to her,
anonymously, wanting to set up a Foundation in her company. It was no surprise to her when
she discovered that the client was her father. She makes a gesture like someone saying:
“Look, I had to remain outside the business, but now the business comes to me”.
When the father proposed the foundation, which was her dream, she tells me that: “It was a
turbulent time... my position in the business was an affront by my brother, because I would
have a large amount to invest in education, but it would not work out. I did not accept, and I
remained on the Board.” She added more: “I was going to enter into a position of
command, it wasn’t going to work out... it would end up with me confronting my brother”.
Occupying a seat on the Board, at that time, she had access to everything, “things that a
woman sees” — she began cleaning things up and purging what was not central to the
business.
This #femaleperspective, described here by her and confirmed by everyone I interviewed,
covers everything, not only the accounts (as was the case with Ana), but also the relationships,
the subtext of the network of work, family, and affective relationships — “all of this so far from
the perspective of the men”.
She continued her independent career but having her son within the company was
fundamental for her positioning on the Board: “it is a relationship of great respect”.
Denise summarizes what she thought about the #succession: “I said to him: I want you to
climb the ladder, not me”. Like Beatriz and Carla, she feels secure regarding the upbringing
she provided her children and her #goodinfluence on them.
A few years later, when everything calmed down with the business and family, she presented
the project of the Foundation to her father and summoned her daughter. “In all these years, I
have learned that, when you are called, come! That’s the way my father did it with me.” She
came back, answering this #summonsfrommother.
For five years she has been the President of the Foundation’s Board, named after her father,
as she wished, and her daughter is the main executive.
The storm turned to light rain, and Denise, smiling, points to a rainbow in the sky and reaffirms
what she said to me at the beginning: “I like to hear myself telling this story — it gives me the
feeling of completeness, of a trail that has been traveled”.
I ask what her greatest talent is, and she says that, concerning the business, it was knowing
how to position herself in what she called #theroleofthewoman, but she informs me that this
is far from being that stereotypical role: “I took with me to the business a more #generous
position in the relationships, without putting the financial attributes above everything else”.
“My greatest talent is the family. I know how to #elaboraterelationships. I learned how to do
this with many women, and I continue to do it, only in a different way.”
At the end of two hours of coffee, sandwiches, and a wonderful pie, we say goodbye, thankful
for having listened and for having been heard.
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Eliana is the youngest of my interviewees and, from our telephone contact, she gave me the
impression of a woman who is very in tune with her role in the world of work and family, and
enthusiastic to talk about #womeninfamilybusinesses.
We met for lunch. Smiling, affectionate, and genuinely curious about my work. I presented my
ideas and then prepared to listen to her.
She says that her family’s business — which is 80 years old and today a conglomerate of
companies, but still controlled by the family — was founded by her grandfather and grandmother,
both of German origin, which has been very important for the family’s values: “The value of
the Group is work, deeply rooted in the Lutheran religion”.
“I like to start with my grandmother’s story — she played a very important role in the business;
I always saw her working — and then my aunt. In this family, the #womenwork.”
From a small business in construction material, they became a big name in this market, and
then, some 30 years ago, expanded their business interests by creating other related
companies. Eliana stresses that she is the third generation of one business, and the second
of this other family business created by her father and her uncle.
Returning to the origins of what she calls #workculture, she tells me that her grandmother
came from Germany in the inter-war period, and from a very young age she worked with her
mother and stepfather in the business they started here. She married Eliana’s grandfather, a
Brazilian of German origin, then moved to the state capital and there they started the small
shop, the seed of this whole great business empire.
The grandfather died early, and the grandmother, together with the children (two sons and a
daughter, who were still young), took over the business.
She says: “My grandmother worked (a rare thing for the times) really hard; for reasons of
personal formation and necessity, everyone worked.”
She quotes a saying that she is heard ever since she can remember: “If you want something
done, do it yourself; many hands make light work”. An example of collaborative, focused,
and dedicated work.
From the example of her grandmother and aunt, it was always clear to Eliana that “women
in my family work”. The aunt, when necessary, swept the store’s floors, made sales, and
served customers directly, so it was natural for her to imagine herself one day working in this
business.
This grandmother is very revered, and Eliana recognizes her role: “She was fun-da-men-tal!”
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After graduating in Law, “From an early age I was very inclined to work in the #businessofthefamily”.
She started working where there were openings, not as a lawyer: “Look, there’s a position
as a secretary here, okay — it wasn’t a vacancy for a manager or a lawyer, but I accepted”.
She was going through a period without many definition about what she wanted to do but
guided by the ideas of her grandparents: “Look, you’re here and you have to do a little bit of
everything”.
“I ended up staying 10 years. I worked in Marketing, in the commercial area, followed the
implementation and the growth of this second business, and I was lucky to have an excellent
boss, who was not a member of the family, but was fundamental in my professional growth.”
I ask about her family, and she tells me there are four siblings in total: two older sisters and
a younger brother. Only she and this brother work in the business. Her mother had a
different career — she created her own business, so Eliana is literally surrounded by
#womenwhowork.
Despite listening and being encouraged to work, she still considers the family to be quite
#malechauvinist in this division between men and women. She realizes that, even though she
and her brother say the same things, his word to their father has more weight.
“I suffer a bit because I’m a woman; I don’t have as much voice as my brother. This happens.
If my brother has an opinion, he will say to my father ‘Look, we have to do this’, and even
though I may have just said the same thing, he has more power to convince than me.”
Like in other #familybusinesses, the brother was encouraged to gain experience outside the
business before taking charge of it.
She understands how natural these conflicts with her father and brother are. She is very
respected by her cousins, because, for a time, she was the person of their generation in the
business. And she is respected by her uncle, “who everyone considers to be a very difficult
person”.
Eliana seems to me to be a gentle but incredibly determined woman regarding to imposing
herself and marking her presence, a presence she earned because of her education,
integrity, accountability to all the cousins, and humility and recognition by the older generation
of her work: “You guys have knowledge (talking to her father and uncle) and I’m here as an
apprentice. I think that’s why the family relationship has worked”.
This is a point that I would like to stress and that I have come across in other interviews and
reflections.
Eliana saw a process happening, she participated in it and had an example of how
#tobuildabusiness. She does not agree with situations in which the heirs encounter
everything ready, everything grand and infinite in terms of inexhaustible wealth. Eliana saw
her grandmother working, listened to her experience, and experienced the importance of
work as a #valueofreligion, but also the enjoyment of its output. “In my case, I saw things
being built — my grandmother’s role was very important.”
The business developed and adapted to the times and the growth of the family: “we had a
period when six cousins were working — it’s quite a lot of people.”
At a certain point “we decided that we wanted to continue to have control of the company,
but with professional management. It was a process that lasted a few years; a slow transition,
it was almost a mantra, and little by little those who were in the management roles left the
operation. And I was one of the first to say ‘Ah if it’s necessary to leave, I will leave’.”
I ask Eliana how she managed this family context, and where she learned this skill, and how
she developed it.
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“It was the only way I would survive, so I had to learn in this system, living the day-to-day. I
was forced to accept some tasks that someone could have done for me — it was the way.
Over time I started to win people over in my own way, with this desire to want to learn. And,
as I told you, I was lucky to meet this executive, who was not from the family, who adopted
me: ‘Look, I’m going to teach you’. It was a partnership that worked.”
I can not hide my admiration for her way of doing things in her professional life, and I imagine
that her grandmother would have liked to see her following this path. I ask if she was still alive
when Eliana started working.
“Yes, she was alive and had a room, but not in the same office where I worked. She had
a table, a timesheet that noted who arrived late. She was the HR manager; it was her way
of doing things. She knew what was happening with everyone, what was happening in the
business; she was very well informed. She was never left out; she was always called to make
decisions, just as my aunt was, who had the role of #soother — she was the twin of my father,
who had an easier temperament than the other brother. She knew how to lead; she was the
midfield general.”
I ask if she is the #Peacemaker.
“She was the #CEO — like you said, the Chief Emotional Officer.”
She recounts her personal journey and how she discovered what she really liked doing. She
always liked the non-profit sector, so she founded an NGO, and was doing work together with
that in the business. Education is her passion; she’s done volunteer work in public schools
throughout Brazil and started to see that it was a true vocation. Within the business she
founded an institute focused on education.
“I really wanted to help others; I have this strong philanthropic side. I went to study and
understood what Social Impact is, and I started making some investments as an individual.”
In the Institute, which has fully professionalized management, she has the opportunity to
invest all her talent in her life mission: “We want a better city to live in”.
She gives details of the work, which is truly fascinating, not only for what it proposes but
mainly because of the passion of Eliana, who got the whole family and all the #familynuclei
involved. Her grandmother must be immensely proud!
“I was able to involve all the other nuclei in this work. We did a collaborative workshop to
define the Mission, Vision, and Objectives, at which I told them that we don’t want to give
handouts, we don’t want to be signing checks; we want to do something that has an impact
and is focused on the theme of education. And that’s where some common projects started
to appear.”
I comment on the role of some family members concerning the business. Some — and I ask
if she identifies herself here — are the “novelties”, the ones who bring the #disruption, who
identify a new path, a new way of seeing things. There is always someone who captures this
spirit and elaborates and operationalizes it, even if they are still trying to find their way.
“Do you think that in your family this is you?”
“Yes, I’m the one. I lead the Sustainability Committee and the Institute in which social investment
is one of the themes. Nowadays, my role today is to stay attuned to trends, to what is
happening in Brazil and in the world, and to bring impactful business ideas, to seek synergies,
and provoke discussions.”
Eliana articulates and involves the business from the CEO to family members who are not in
the business. I would say that today she plays the #roleofthegrandmother, on another scale,
but with the same profile: female leadership, ahead of its time, and committed to work and
the family.
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Married, she has two children, aged nine and six. The husband also works in the non-profit
sector, in the health area. “The children were born into this, on one side and the other — in
housing and health. For me, it is the new normal. There is no way not to talk about it in your
family, with your friends, in your work.
My husband is the son of a doctor. He is not a doctor, but he lived a different reality when he
accompanied his father on the weekends at the hospital. And he was always very upset with
the situation of injustice; it troubled him. It was his non-conformity that made him choose the
job to which he is dedicated. From an early age we tried showing the children this inequality
that we experience — I can not be indifferent about it. You don’t have to be radical with the
children, they can be spared because of their age.”
Our conversation continues animated by Eliana’s entrepreneurial, innovative, and enthusiastic
spirit. Perhaps she is the first interviewee who has shown me such an optimistic and contemporary
path for a woman in a family business, but she points out the following to me: “There are
many challenges. We are working on changing culture, so it is not easy, but the contact with
people is incredible. I am happy, but there are days when I say, ‘What did I come here to do,
is it really worth it?’ But that moment passes quickly, and I think the idea is to build, to look at
what is important, and move on.”
All the work developed by her is done collaboratively, from #creationofculture, involvement, to
acting with respect toward #hierarchies. “We have a CEO and we need to ask for permission.
Today I am the person who’s been the longest at the company.”
I ask if her cousins (from the same generation) get involved in her work. “They like it, but they don’t
get involved as much. They allow me to do what I want, but they do not want to get involved. They
respect me. I would like more people to participate, but I do not insist. I invite, I am accountable
for what is happening, but I do not spend time trying to convince people to participate. A portion
of this money that we invest comes out of our pockets, and a portion comes from the Incentive
Law.”
I comment about Denise, who also runs a Foundation in her business. Eliana is clear: “For me,
it is a very structured life mission — this is what I wanted to do; I did coach. I see it as work, not
because I want to fill my time, or because I need to keep an eye on the business. I also do not
see people looking at me that way. It is a job like any other; it is what I chose. People see me as
a #professionalinthearea”.
Eliana has won awards for her work, and she is invited to talk about her experience by other
large companies that are beginning to see the importance of this perspective and these
practices. “Many families are calling me to understand, to know what’s involved and the
difficulties I encountered when implementing all this, because, deep down, the stories are
similar. It is difficult for you to have a cause, for you to mobilize the family, and for everyone
to agree, but so what… let us make it happen!”
And I add “Let’s finance it out of our own pocket?”
“When you are connected with the business, as in our case, it’s a little easier; it’s important for
everyone to be agree.”
I ask how her father and the brother who still works in the business see all this. “My father is very
proud, and very involved. He is not as active as he used to be, but he is proud. With my brother,
I have a great #relationshipoftrust, we complement each other, we exchange many ideas, with
genuine interest.”
“He takes into consideration my questions and my opinions. Sometimes I get a little upset.
After all, his role is difficult. He participates in all the committees of all the businesses, and he
can’t talk about everything that is happening. I already had an argument with him and my sister,
because we feel a little like we are not participating in everything, but he is our representative.
We get along very well.”
Once again: the respect for the #hierarchies, the role of each one, and the clarity of positions.
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I ask about the sisters and she laughs, “One sister is not involved whatsoever, she asks not to
be invited. My father insists that she participate, but she does not want to. She takes care of
her children, likes to sew, did gastronomy; her world is different. The other sister is more like
me. She is on the Family Board and is very questioning. She wants to defend our interests.
She is assertive in some things. She’s more confrontational. I am more averse to conflict, but
she is a person who speaks up when she must. She has phenomenal patience, which I don’t
have; she works with the #familycommunication. She is highly intelligent, and she has this
ability to understand everyone and help; it’s her job.”
Eliana’s long-term vision is incredible because she’s aware that she is responsible for the
business’s future: “It’s a very traditional company, that’s been making the same product for
86 years. How are we going to survive another 80 years? It won’t be by doing what we used
to do, which is why we are placing so much importance on Innovation and Open Innovation
projects, as we call them.”
As she mentioned the Family Board, I ask her to tell me a little about it.
“The Family Board takes care of the #nextgenerations; how to pass on to them the family
#values that got us here. In my generation there are 10, in the next generation there are 17.”
“How do you see — in your family and especially in the business — this conversation
between generations? Is there a large gap (not in terms of temperament, but in the difficulty
of floating new ideas) between you and your father?”
“I am super resilient. For many years I have been talking about making a real social investment,
as you should. Before, each person had their peculiarities; for example, ‘I like this cause and I
am going to donate here’. It wasn’t easy; it was exhausting. I was insistent, because it wasn’t
understood that way. It was understood as welfare or charity, and that was not what I wanted
to do, so it was difficult to convince.”
In this conversation between generations (which I cherish so much) in Eliana’s family, it is
clear in a dialogue with her father: “My father always said that we had to do something that
makes money, but I said I wanted to have an NGO. And he enquired ‘But aren’t you going to
work?’, as if this were not a work — he has this mentality. But he is changing, accepting more
— you start showing your engagement, what you really want to do and believe in.”
Eliana has a great deal of freedom: “And another thing: I don’t depend on the business. I
have things I do as an individual, so I do not need them, but I wanted to convince them that
it’s a good path (involving the business and the family), and now I’m happy that I can do both.
I also created a network outside, so I go to these places and I get to know various groups,
which provides #legitimization for doing this work”.
I almost get up and applaud — for the balance, tenacity, and determination.
“It’s not overnight; it is something that is constructed. I made many attempts, presented many
ideas, received many ‘noes’. You must wait, you must be patient. I was very resilient, but
when you get the support of at least one person, wow... ”
Eliana tells me about the project she is preparing for 2020. A huge, complex project that
involves many sectors of society, from her business to the neighborhood where it is located, to
the homeless, the population involved with drugs, etc. Her eyes shine.
“We don’t have the answer, we are going to construct it. I really want to resolve the problem;
it is not just about helping; we help, we put our money where our mouth is, but it is not this
that is solving the problem. I want to talk to the drug dealer, I want to know what’s functioning,
the right way. What they need, what we can offer, who we will need to have access to solve
the problems. I’m super excited — the development of everyone is a sine qua non condition
for us to have a better city.”
I congratulate her, and I hear: “It’s not much, I know”.
“Not much?”
“I’m a little dissatisfied. I think you can always do more, but I know this is the beginning.”
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“We used to say that there, at my grandparents’ small shop, the customers were attended to
by the owner, and they really were. So, when I started to work, if I needed to show a customer
around I would do so. I learned in the family to be humble, to do everything that was required,
to experiment, to go the extra mile. I never felt inferior — I am grateful for the way things
turned out — for having this experience. Talking to everyone, treating everyone equally, this
I also learned. We value the #invisiblework highly.”
The culture of learning is a constant in her speech: “When I think I know something about
Impact, wow, I see that I know nothing. Sustainability then...” and once again she uses the
expression “An eternal apprentice, I don’t know anything”.
I comment that she is the first person I have interviewed from her generation. All the others
are older, and I realize — and this is particularly important — that there is no resentment in
her story in relation to the history of the business. Even when she points out the differences
between her, the brother, and the father, they do not sound like she is complaining.
“Oh no, it’s like that and it won’t change,” she says, laughing. “I’m very sure of that.”
“Many, many congratulations!”
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“Maybe at another point in time I was more resentful, but nowadays, because I have achieved
other things, this is left aside, it is no longer important. There’s a list of things I don’t like (like
how the Counsellor says this or that to me), but everything that is happening is so much bigger, so I ignore it.”
Eliana comes from a civil construction family, is not an engineer, but builds relationships,
opportunities, new businesses; she sees far ahead, and possesses something extraordinarly
strong, which is the desire to do something that matters. And do it well, and do it with her own
hands, and look for helpers, and stay focused, and be resilient, but to always put herself in
the position of #apprentice.
We say goodbye, and Eliana goes to pick up her daughter from an activity.
“If you want to talk again, I’m available. I love talking about #familybusinesses and could tell
you more.”
Yes, Eliana, I want much more, I want to listen to you and your inexhaustible quest for new
ways of being in the world.
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Fernanda, a woman in her forties, met me at her workplace. We had already met previously at
some events related to the topic of #familybusinesses, #succession, etc.I knew a little about
the work she does with families, but I knew nothing about her personal story.
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Fernanda says that “...it is the fourth generation of a business that is more than 90 years old
and a market leader. My grandfather made the company grow — there were seven siblings,
a single daughter and a granddaughter, which is me”.
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After graduating in Advertising, Fernanda went to work in the family business. She quickly
understood that she needed to have a broad view of the business, because “whatever
happened in the business, the budget for the advertising area was cut”. She wanted to know
the reason for this policy as it was not how she wanted to operate. “I wanted to understand
the business strategically and so I went back to study. I studied outside Brazil, did an MBA,
returned and entered the #strategicplanning area.”
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“My story starts 20 years ago. When I began studying #succession and management of
#familypatrimony, and everything that is said now, there was not — at least in Brazil — much
knowledge, and even fewer people producing knowledge. It was an arid field.
I believe that I have learned a few things and that I can already teach; I have seen a lot of this
profile that you are researching a #wife who is not an #ownerofthepatrimony, but who
ends up being incorporated into it, and in the end, the patrimony is hers also. Under today’s
laws, even if she is married with a total separation of assets, if he goes before her, she is the
surviving spouse and that is it. Having children in common, it also belongs to them, and in
return, she has the mission of #caringforthechildren and supporting them so that they make
the best use of this patrimony.”

Making a parallel with the literature, which is one of my passions, the first 15 minutes of
conversation with Fernanda are like the first paragraph of a novel in which the author already
tells or anticipates what will happen in the book. Fernanda begins indicating the path right
away: “There is only one pathway for those who want to participate in a #familycompany:
#educatingyourself in this world through study and active participation in #understandingthebusiness,
even if you do not occupy an executive position within it”.
“My family’s business was 70 years old and a solution had to be found for it. I entered this
space, which was new — no one had looked at the #strategicvisionofthebusiness. We hired
an executive and set up an Administration Board, but this still did not solve the problem of
the #familynuclei.
There were five family nuclei (one of the uncles died early and the other had no children), so
Corporate Governance was created, but there was not what we know today as #FamilyGovernance,
which concerns who will actually serve the families and the #heirs to the #patrimony.”
When speaking about her current work with Family Governance, Fernanda talks about her
role in the family and, in parallel, how she sees the role of women in this business world.
Her summary is clear and concise:
“Let us take as an example a business that, at a given moment, is sold, or has professional
management implemented. What would happen? People in the family who were in charge
would be removed, and everyone — including old grandma already at home — would go
to the Board. An Executive would be hired from the market and would arrive at that meeting
unable to understand anything. One would be talking on one frequency and the other on
another; one would be talking about the business and the other about life, ‘I need to eat’ —
these are hugely different things. It was a #warehouseforheirs: ‘put them over there so they
don’t get in the way’. Another level would have to be created.”
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I comment that it is as if they would place all of them in a far corner so as not to disturb those
who were working. Fernanda agrees and adds: “What was the responsibility of these #heirs
was #philanthropy, a natural pathway, and it was the woman who took care of this work —
this work, which meant almost nothing or absolutely nothing in the business because the
executives take care of the business. Women were very weakened at this point because they
didn’t #understandthenumbers”.
Along her journey, Fernanda began to understand this dynamic and decided to change it.
“I said to myself: Ah, I am going to understand this business.” She sought one of the most
prestigious universities in Brazil and did another MBA “because I arrived at meetings and
they did not want to listen to me”.
I talk about the lack of #legitimization and #recognition of those who do not understand
finance and she agrees: “Understanding the numbers does not mean that I know how to
make the numbers, but it does mean that I speak in the same language, and from there I gain
a seal of approval that I can #talkaboutnumbers. And this has been particularly important in
my story”.
“What was more important? The acknowledgment?”
“It was the knowledge and the title. The title was my guarantee, and guaranteed to everyone
what I already knew, but I did not have the title for up until then. With the knowledge, I was
able to prove through the numbers what I thought; I could question some things. This gives
you the credibility you need in your family to touch on certain points; it changes a lot! In my
story, it was like this.”
Fernanda gives a lesson that I would like all the women I interviewed to hear. She offers a
reflective view of the #patrimonymanagement process, with a strong emphasis on #familyrelationships and #knowledgeofthebusiness. With no fear, no ceremony, and without being
squeamish, she addresses the #meaningofmoney, the subject of #money (which needs to be
understood and respected), and #patrimony seen as something concerned with the family.
I comment that a lot is said about #familypatrimony, but in practice, it is not family in the
broad and democratic sense, in which everyone should have a voice and knowledge: “what
usually happens is that only one or two people dominate the knowledge, and, for this reason,
they have control of it”.
Below is a lucid summary of Fernanda’s vision for families with #familybusinesses:
“I started to realize that families find it difficult to understand that the #business is one thing
and the #patrimony is another.
If the family owns a business, all the money is reinvested in the business and goes toward the
business, and the name of what is received at the end of the month is #salary; therefore, the
person seems to be #rich but is salaried. The owner, the founder, looks like a rich person, but
is salaried because if they need to buy a car they don’t have the money.”
I agree: “if he hadn’t saved his salary, he wouldn’t have it”.
“He really wouldn’t have it. So, what starts to happen is that you, as the owner of the patrimony,
have your hands tied. And the only way to get out of this prison is for you to have other sources
of income. But for you to have other sources of income, you must make agreements with your
#partners, and for this, there is the Administration Board to agree upon policies. When the
business is professionalized, it will pay #dividends, so it is no longer possible to withdraw
money, it no longer has the informality of withdrawals, it does not have the same flexibility
that you had when you were in management. The business became professional and has a
limit on dividends and, more and more, the controls will have to improve. This is extremely
complicated.
Things get very complex in this transition from the universe of #businessfamily to
#professionalizedbusiness.
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It is there that #FamilyGovernance (my job) comes into play, so that you and your
#familynucleus exit this uncomfortable place. For example, in a business with three brothers/
sisters, each nucleus must have its liquidity, its patrimony, and its sources of dividend
generation, which are the businesses, and then you must have the ability to #managethepatrimony
because the businesses will be as many as you want to have.”
Fernanda has a disconcerting clarity, especially for me, as I have many questions about the
rights/duties regarding the knowledge of the patrimony, and listening to her I feel like I am
leaving Plato’s cave, with the light burning my eyes and me asking: “Ah, you can do this?”
And seeming to have guessed my thoughts, she continues:
“In the case of the sale of the #mainbusiness, it may be that there are still some things in
common to be managed with former partners, who will have to continue discussing together
and doing things together. But not even for this reason do the #familynuclei not have to know
what is happening, because this is part of the patrimony of you who are there, it is everyone’s
money.”
And she repeats: “... because this is part of the patrimony of you who are there”.
“In the family nucleus meeting, it is necessary to clarify what the current family business is.
There are the parts concerning the liquidity, the real estate, and profitability — three pillars
to be managed, and what happens with most families is that they fail to set the rules for how
#tolivewithoutthebusiness (e.g., the company, the factory, etc.).
It is exactly this that you put at the beginning of your work, the conflicts that arise in the
generations that enter with the development of the business, with the sale of the business,
with the entry of other family members, etc.”
I think about how Fernanda transformed her life trajectory in this enterprise of building,
together with the families, a healthy understanding of business, and how easy it is to fall into
so many conflicts, mistrust, and unhappiness. Her work is systemic, and involves the family
as a whole, considering the relational dynamics: “you need to understand how this #familysystem works — there are husbands who trust their wives, there are husbands who don’t,
there are relationships that are deteriorating. Understanding the system that permeates this
nucleus is important, and in various processes that I’ve experienced, some families even
wanted to separate (couples) and then later concluded that they needed to organize and
create their way of managing”.
Fernanda is firm: “The best manager of the patrimony is someone who is already managing it
and is already familiar with it. If you understand that money is something professional and will
yield what is possible, this may at first generate dissatisfactions (things need to be created),
but at another moment, everything can be changed, so that everyone feels heard”.
She emphasizes very clearly the #emotionalweight that the assets (e.g., real estate) have,
but suggests a professional appreciation and a responsibility of each family member for the
cost and profitability: “You can’t wish to have a vacation home, an airplane, a helicopter, and
not pay for it”.
It seems simple, but it is difficult, and for this reason, she places all the attention on the
transition of the generations, adapting and updating the discourse and expectations: “The
#succession no longer has to do with #followingwhatexisted; things need to make sense for
this new generation”.
I cite Eliana’s quote about her 86-year-old business: “It’s a very traditional company that’s
been making the same product for 86 years. How are we going to survive another 80 years?
It won’t be by doing what we’ve previously done; it will be with innovation!”
“That’s right!”
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I talk about how the #newgeneration seeks #purposeinthebusiness, but still without much
clarity in this search, and how this uncertainty becomes a fertile field for conflicts and
criticisms to arise regarding the way to manage the business of those at the front — criticisms
regarding the negative impacts that the business causes, etc. I talk about a businessman
who told me: “I think I will sell everything, because, besides my children not being interested,
they think that my business is going to destroy the world”.
“This is the difference! Children today have the #optionofchoosing. And it is there that a new
story begins. Taking the example, you gave: There is a traditional business of a family that
makes plastics. But plastic is killing the whales, so it does not make sense anymore. If a member
of the family has money and wants to invest in something with an impact (e.g., creating a
biodegradable line), they can; however, it may be that not everyone wants to do this. It is
time to take this resource and do something that makes sense for this next generation. For
this reason, I reinforce the following: Succession is no longer about #followingwhatexisted.
And, if you do not begin this conversation with your children now so that they learn not to
#spendthepatrimony and instead understand its complexity, it may be that they spend their
lives working in some other company and feeling more fulfilled, but one day they will need to
take care of the #patrimony. Action is difficult. It is difficult to be free.
When you say ‘I sold the company and I’m free’, it may not be like that, because money can
paralyze you.”I comment that the prize is often a punishment, “When you don’t have a project,
it’s a punishment. What is the life project for you to feel that everything that has been achieved
is flowing and bringing you fulfillment?”
We continue in the comparisons with the previous generations, in which there was no choice
(everyone worked at the company), and with the differences in inclusion between #sons and
#daughters.
She gives an example (with her personal story) about how this process, which she believes
to be the way to organize families, happened.
“My life changed on the day I organized my financial and patrimonial stake when I started to
make sense of my business, which I do today, which was not the business of my family. In
this way I managed to create #financialstability — I no longer needed my work to live, and my
work took off. Because I really want to accomplish something with purpose, and my purpose
is to help families unravel these big messes that they experience, so that they do not lose the
#patrimony they have today with existential confusions, and so that they can direct all this
drive and energy toward something that will make sense. This is possible, but you must have
the courage and go forward.
As I told you, my assets come from my mother’s side, who was the daughter of my grandfather
who made the company grow.
She’s sick now; it’s been a long time. And from this situation of hers, I started to structure
myself to absorb this patrimony and take care of it. This is a difficult process. Getting into the
patrimony, I mean, calling the accountant, making the equity holding company, paying the
taxes, taking care of the real estate (the real estate
portfolio); it’s a very daunting process”.
She cites her mother as an example of what she does not want to say one day: “I am like a
sandwich; I have no voice either on the way in or on the way out. I stayed in the middle. My
father oversaw me and now my daughter oversees me”. And I remember Carla’s comment:
“I was a father’s daughter and now I am a husband’s wife”.
She comments that there was a time of widespread industrial development in the country
when having a factory was highly valued, and the children were called to work, without any
questions.
Fernanda laughs and adds: “The dream of this generation — that today is leaving or has left
command — was to have three children, one of which was going to be in the Business/Commercial
department, one in Sales, and the other in the Administrative part. Or one in Business/
Commercial, one in Production, and the other in the Administrative part. Three children and
the #succession was resolved, and the founder could rest easy”.
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“They all went to HR, or at the most to the Administrative area. This was #thetraditionalmodel.
It turns out that the world has changed, and this ability to re-signify must be sharp. There is
more freedom now, but this can create a lot of confusion if some barriers are not overcome.
When you start to realize that, regardless of what you like to do, your patrimony will always
consist of liquidity, real estate, and businesses, you have already solved the problem.”
But her eyes, and mine too, shine when she says, “What excites me most is that nobody is
born knowing how to do this. Neither the father’s generation nor the children’s generation.
So everyone needs to learn together, that’s what makes this work unique”.
It is everything that I believe in too!
We talk about building #familyties and #creatingfutures, in which #consanguinity is just one
of the pillars of the family, and that the #business cannot be something that enslaves or a
mandate for unhappiness. Fernanda touches on a point that is crucial for me: “If there’s one
thing that the family business does, and very well, it is to destroy someone’s #selfesteem.
Our generation may have gone through this, but our children do not have to. We raised
them, and we already know how destructive this is, so we can do things differently”.
I comment that, following the #familytradition, having this #strategicvisionofthepatrimony,
and being willing to make these changes can be very painful emotionally — it can be felt
as invasion, loss of autonomy, and control that is neither wanted nor requested by those
in charge.
“I would say it is a heavy burden in any form. Doing this together with your parents is ideal
because if someone is absent, you will suffer the loss and there will be no confusion to
resolve. You will simply suffer the loss.”
I comment with her on a Japanese film, Departures, which talks about death and farewells.
My husband commented that he wanted to be the one who all said goodbye to crying and
smiling and that he would not leave behind quarrels to be resolved.
Fernanda gives me several examples of families with whom she has worked, who came
to her disorganized and uninformed about their businesses; many personal talents that
were not valued, and huge pressure for one of the family members to occupy important
positions, despite this person having neither the competence nor the desire, and “how
disastrous this is”.
We focus on the position of the woman — the ex-wife, the mother, the daughter — in this
process.
“#Family Governance in the way that I believe it should be done is to #notleaveanyoneout.
Everything else is a subterfuge; what is important is for everyone to align and live in
#harmony and #comfort.
When we have these well-made family constructions, you are no longer the #opiniongiver,
nor the #Eminencegrise; you are part of this nucleus and an #importantpart. Because the
important thing about the decisions of the nucleus is that they are consensual; if you are
dealing with your child, with your husband, in short, it is an apprenticeship. Because, in the
end, your husband and you are the bosses of the patrimony — what you’ve said is said,
but what matters is that everyone learns or experiments making #consensualdecisions.
Listening to the son who thinks a certain way, the daughter who thinks another way, and
also trying to imagine yourself in their shoes to see what they are seeing or know why they
are not seeing a certain thing. Money is a whirlwind, and if you teach your children to have
this harmony and this common sense, and you build this together — that is the greatest
#inheritance you can leave behind.”
Sometimes the children want to do something to simply prove to a parent that they can do
it, and these disputes, which have their basis outside of business, have drastic
consequences for a family.
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“I have seen many families in which the son wants to start a business, and the father gives
the money and says ‘Go’. He has no structure and does not have the conditions to succeed
at that. He is good in a certain area, but not as a whole. He fails and will carry this weight for
the rest of his life. The father will throw it in his face forever and the mother will be stuck in the
middle of the relationship.”
“So, how do you deal with this?”
“I do so by showing that the stability of the family and the nucleus is to build something that
#nobodybreaks, because the goal is not to break, it is not to destroy someone’s #selfesteem,
it is to build a family that knows how to enter and exit the business and make money from it.”
We talk about the quality of information that reaches family members, whether they are
involved in the business or not, and how this communication noise can start to spook and
create beliefs so ingrained and real so that re-signifying them becomes a large and delicate
job.
“...the feeling is one of #leakingofinformation. The information is distorted and of bad quality,
and whoever is outside and receives it, puts themselves in the position of checking its
veracity with someone”. And she explains that, if a family member works in the business but
does not really know the business, “the family thinks that person is there representing them,
but that’s not the case... he is only from Marketing, for example, and does not have an idea
of the whole picture”.
We highlight the ways for us to make #agreements — those that just follow the law and are
not constructed consensually are safer; however, is it possible to #putemotionaside?
“I don’t agree, it’s an error; it’s not possible to #putemotionaside. It’s always easier to continue
in the way things come than to stop and reflect — this takes work and causes crises and
friction, but it is the way to grow, to change. What took me a long time to discover was that
we always look at a certain business and forget that our #mainbusiness is the #patrimony
and the businesses that come from it. The tendency is to narrow the vision and discussions
into one point and, if the whole is not clearly organized, the people are not fulfilled, they are
unhappy. Being fulfilled is fundamental for creating life purpose and energy to take care of
what was left as a legacy by those who came before you.”
A phrase that Fernanda uttered and repeats throughout the conversation, almost like a mantra,
is “the objective of the money and the patrimony is to bring #wellbeing and #harmony to
people”. It is almost a denial of what I have heard so many times because it seems that for the
patrimony to grow, happiness must be sacrificed, as if money and happiness were enemies
and, therefore, impossible to live side by side, much less within a family.
Fernanda brings this breath of hope, proposes this new perspective, which is constructed
through knowledge and study.
In a family of many men, she and her mother blazed this trail.
What a pleasure to listen to her, to know that there is an affective, collaborative, and
contemporary way forward for families, who can sometimes feel like Dante Alighieri in the
Divine Comedy:
Halfway through our life
I found myself in a dark jungle
When the right path had been lost

We say goodbye with some promises about, who knows, one day gathering our ideas and
work together into some collaborative project.
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Ignácio is the third generation of a Chilean family, based in Santiago in Chile, and he greatly
impressed me as I watched him talking about his family business, which came from his mother.
The way he told his mother’s story when he received the inheritance, impressed me a lot.
Under his authorization, it is the only testimony identified with real names.
And so, Ignacio told me:
Our Family Office (The Wolf of Gubbio) was founded thanks to the patrimony created by my
#maternalgrandfather; therefore, it was my mother who led its creation and is the owner of the
Family Office. As soon as she received the #inheritance she decided to incorporate her five
children into the society and delegated its management to her #oldestchild (me).
For her, it has been a process of profound
development of awareness about the
14
#meaningofmoney in her life and facing doubts about the role of money in her family and the
appropriate way to deal with these issues with her children. In her case, money allowed her to
develop many of her projects and contribute significantly to the world, but at the same time,
due to money, she had the #mostpainfulconflicts of her life.
The name Lobo de Gubbio (Wolf of Gubbio) comes from the myth of Saint Francis of Assisi,
who tames a wolf in the city of Gubbio.
One day, while Francis of Assisi was on a pilgrimage through the city of Gubbio,
north of Assisi, he learned that the people of that region were in a state of
unrest, as there, on the slopes of certain cliffs, lived a ferocious wolf, which
had already devoured many animals, and even some children.
Such were the losses and the panic spreading throughout the city, that the
inhabitants went to meet him so that he would bless that wolf and pray to God
to make it disappear so that peace would be restored.
In a trance, Saint Francis heard: “Go, Francis talk to him, the wolf.
After understanding him, go back and talk to the people, and see if the
wolf understands them, which I think is more difficult. Try to ally with them, so
that what is left over will not be denied to those who are hungry; and so that,
after taming the beast, they will not mistreat it, as abuse almost always arises
after peace.
The wolf is hungry Francis!…
Francis woke up from the trance and felt the drama of the old wolf. And he left
to go to one of the gorges of Monte Calvo, located in the Apennines. Upon
hearing the man’s singing voice, the big animal came out of hiding, skeletal
and a little weak, perhaps thinking of food and water. He gazed at the little
man of God, who spoke softly to him:
“Brother wolf… may peace be with you and the will of God — not ours — be
done! I come in peace. I come to ask you in the name of God and Jesus,
for you to be patient because you will lack nothing: water, food, and a safe
place. All you need is a little trust in humans because not all of them are
violent; many are good and like animals. You can live in peace with them and
eat the same as them.
I hope you hear me. I ask that you go with me to them and I will ask them to
attend to your needs. I am also an animal. I have nothing here to give you,
except my affection, but I promise that I will give you the friendship of all,
through whatever they can offer you. Mothers are weeping, fearing for their
children. Come with me, so that you will be compensated by God!”
14 Adapted from http://rogermathias.com/blog/francisco-de-assis-e-o-lobo-de-gubbio/
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By this time, the wolf was already lying at Francis’ feet, brushing his long neck
on the legs of his protector, subjugating himself to trust. Francis knelt, put his
hand on the tormented head, and thanked God for the new friendship.
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Francis went ahead and the wolf followed with slow steps, without losing
his guide. Upon arriving at the village, the people exited their front doors,
amazed by the phenomenon. Many already knew the ferocious animal, who,
in the saint’s shadow at that moment, had turned into a meek and obedient
companion.
Francis got up, called his companion again, and went from door to door, in
the name of God and Christ, requesting the residents to have enough water
and food for the wolf, and everyone, seeing the animal’s meekness next to
Francis, agreed.
At the end of his life, the wolf settled in an old house, where charitable hands
made him a bed of straw, which was his deathbed. Many residents brought
him things to eat and drink, and one morning the wolf howled because through
his mind’s eye he saw a friar invite him for a walk. When he struggled to get
up, he did so not with his physical body: he arose in the other world, in his
etheric double, and accompanied the friar, showing through his tail the joy he
was feeling in his heart. And the two sons of God disappeared into the infinite.
For my mother, this story is a reinterpretation of the importance of understanding the
#powerofmoney and its force in the world — which must be tamed so that it does not
dominate us — and a message, as a reminder to your children of the importance of not being
#dazzled by the power of money and the evils it can bring. In short, understanding the
importance of #tamingmoney so that it can be used to have a #positiveimpact in the world
and that it can reach the most #neglected and #ignored places.
The #wolf has many interpretations and is an important symbol in historical mythology.
It has always been related to the #occult, to the #ferocious, that unseen thing we
reject from ourselves, but which also has the power to show us — like a mirror —
what we do not want to see about ourselves and the positive side of this. In this
case, it is an invitation to #measuremoney in all its forms — good and bad —
and an appeal to always be aware of the relationship we establish with it, and of
what we do when we #invest, #donate, or #consume.
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These stories reverberated for a long time — the connections with the readings, conversations, films, and songs were very intense, and my personal journal was accessed all the
time with notes and observations. From this cloud of words, expressions, descriptions, and
sensations that inhabited me throughout the work, I chose some to highlight.
Feminine invisibility
I chose this expression as the first to be commented on because of its relevance in the number
of times it appears in the readings, in the interviews, and my position as a woman — we live
with this all the time.
“Man, the Hunter”, which is one of the most widespread works on men and women in primitive
societies, has perhaps contributed enormously to the construction of this concept. In her
book Invisible Woman, Caroline Perez 15 says that a symposium at the University of Chicago in
1966 brought together 75 anthropologists to discuss the importance of hunting in the survival,
evolution and development of humanity. The concept of the anthropologists, which has
generated publications and books that are still widespread today, is that hunting, and the
hunting man are central to distinguishing us biologically, psychologically, and socially from
primates. When we say men, we include women, and due to hunting being an essentially
male activity, Caroline Perez asks: If women were not hunters, but are included in the term
“men”, where were they, and what were they doing?
According to the author, if our intellect, social life, emotions, and everything that concerns
our humanity are basically a product of the successful adaptation of the hunter’s behavior,
and it is restricted to men, “how did the women contribute to this ‘humanity’, and were they
human?”
This is a discussion so controversial and so true as it is ancient and prejudiced, indicating
how much we are still immersed in this masculine description of the world outside the front
door of the home. And why not say inside the home as well? A world that is devalued and
closed off from those who stay inside, those who are dedicated to and fighting for survival —
not by hunting but fighting for survival by caring.
But we continue with Caroline Perez because the story continues. Only in 1975, nine years
later, did anthropologist Sally Slocum challenge the supremacy of the article “Man the Hunter”
with her now classic “Woman the Gatherer”, and she did this with a very simple question:
“What did the women do while the men were out hunting?” The list is long: gathering, weaving,
saving food for scarce times, feeding, giving birth in adverse conditions, dying in childbirth,
taking care of the offspring’s survival, and so on. Sally Slocum points out that all these tasks
— and I would like to emphasize — are highly collaborative tasks, and that if the adaptation of
humanity occurred only through the desire and the need to hunt and kill, this gives much or
total importance to aggressiveness, which is only one factor in human life. And what about
the others?
Rosa Montero 16 illustrates these studies in a wonderful short story:
15 Perez, Caroline Criado. Invisible Woman. Penguin Random House, London 2019
16 Montero, Rosa. A ridícula ideia de nunca mais te ver [The ridiculous idea of not seeing you again].
Editora Todavia, São Paulo, 2020
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The Hunter returns from his hunt, wounded and exhausted, and throws the
tiger’s corpse at the feet of the Gatherer, who is sitting at the mouth of the
cave, separating the edible berries from the poisonous ones. The woman
observes how the man proudly shows his trophy, but without losing that
vague attitude of respect with which he always treats her. In the face of the
Hunter’s power of death, the Gatherer has a power of life that haunts him.
The Hunter’s face is drawn by fatigue and edged by a foam of dried blood.
Looking at him, the Gatherer remembers the son she gave birth to during
the last moon, also all blood and strength. The woman suddenly shows her
tender side, strokes the man’s long hair, and decides to grant him a small
gift: all day long, she thinks, until the sun hides behind the mountains, I will
let him believe he is the king of the world.
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Invisibility and presence — we as women know this.
Psychological / emotional ownership
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Ownership can be understood as “the right, the act, the state of owning something”, which
applies to both material and immaterial goods — that’s why I added psychological/emotional.
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The way it appears in this study is cocerning the woman’s feeling of being the owner of the
business even though she is neither a partner nor has a position on the Boards. This feeling
can be accompanied by great enthusiasm for engaging in the business in many activities
that involve the family and family nuclei, but it can also come as a great frustration due to lack
of recognition, veiled conflicts, and the search for one’s unoccupied place.
This ownership is not static; it is updated in day-to-day of life. Rules established with the children
or before marriage tend to naturalize certain functions, roles, and ways of existing in the family
and the business; whereas denaturalizing happens in crises, divorces, successions, and
deaths, in which everything needs to be revised. These intra and extra-family communications
require quality information, and they need to be clear and sufficient to avoid dysfunctional
behavior when the following question arises: Who is the owner?
Each interviewee has their own definition of a family business and, therefore, about belonging
to it. This definition seems clearer and more consensual in the women who inherit their
father’s business than in those who enter it through their marriage. In the interviewees whose
business was founded by the husband, there are disagreements and differences in this
belonging; that is, the woman considers the business as belonging to the family, but the
husband, in the specific case here in this study, does not consider this to be the case. A
fertile field for disagreements, fights, and resentment.
This discussion of ownership was very present in the stories of Beatriz and Ana — the former
in relation to her ex-husband, and the latter in relation to her brother.
Peacemaker
Resolving conflicts without declaring war is how some women put it. And in fact, many have
this ability and are responsible for constructing more harmonious relationships with less
suffering. Invited or summoned by the family, they negotiate, listen, elaborate positions, and
make agreements.
But there are women who, given the difficulties, which are often beyond their negotiating
capacity, sign surrenders instead of peace agreements. They surrender, and the conflicts
remain latent the whole time, externalized in the most diverse ways, crossing family, intergenerational,
and business boundaries, and they can be highly destructive.
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“Women are much more generous than men; they nourish the family with milk, food, money,
and emotional resources.” So, Dado Salem17 tells me about his experience with families in
succession or business organization processes. “Mothers tend to be very generous with their
children in estate settlements and handling conflict between siblings, and they never neglect
their role in family relationships.”
This observation by Dado Salem leads us to Ignacio Binimelis: “(...) as soon as she (the mother)
received the inheritance she decided to incorporate her five children into the society.”
The generous role of the woman and her care in maintaining family harmony at the very least,
by promoting distension of relationships, can be particularly good for the family as a whole,
but, on the other hand, it can mean that she is stuck with always being ready to respond to
the emotional needs of the family.
It is important to note that this perception came from the two men interviewed; however, I find
it interesting to “denaturalize it”.
This “naturalization” can, in some cases, isolate the woman by taking away the possibility of
occupying other positions that she also desires, or making it difficult for others who wanted
and can occupy this place in the family. Let these women–emotion versus men–business
positions be more fluid.
Protection of values
In families that are very wealthy or became rich quickly, many women take care to protect
their children from the dangers of easy money and the inversion of values that are dear to
them.
They try to involve their children in social causes and — out of genuine concern — show
them the “real” world, but they recognize that it is difficult due to the environment they live in.
They extend or try to extend, this protection and influence — which they consider positive
and necessary — to their husbands, as in the cases seen here, cited by Beatriz and Carla.
However, this is exactly what the ex-husbands were looking for: success, power, and money
to buy their “toys” — a term they all use to refer to boats, helicopters, and airplanes — and
for this reason, the women feel they have little voice in their presence.
This concern for the children reminded me of when I worked at an NGO, in which mothers
of teenagers — especially those between 12 and 16 years old — were terrified of imagining
that their sons and daughters could become involved in drug trafficking in the communities
where they lived. In this case, due to the lack of support from the public authorities, schools,
courses, and leisure activities, they knew that their children were easy prey. In the case of the
interviewees here, it is not the lack, but rather the excess that causes concern.
The mothers — despite inhabiting such distant realities — have a sharp intuition for predicting
the deviant relationships and paths that can threaten their children in the environments in
which they live.
This role of Defender of Values extends beyond the function itself and can leave an important
impression on the business and on the family. Remembering once again Ignacio Binimelis
and his Family Office - Lobo de Gubbio, which shows us the great influence his mother had
on the family values of the business, and the constant reminders of them every time you read
or officially speak about the business — perhaps even due to the strangeness and curiosity
surrounding the name (Why this name?); and the story being retold, regains its strength.
There is no need to consult contracts, agreements, etc. for everyone to know where this
business is anchored. It’s on everyone’s business card.

17 Dado Salem is an Economist with a masters in Clinical Psychology, as well as a consultant for business
families.
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This expression did not appear in this study in this manner, but it is often cited when talking
about the history of women in businesses, whether or not they are family businesses.
The glass ceiling refers to the barriers to professional advancement that women encounter
throughout life. The pathways to rise and breakthrough to leadership positions are blocked in
various ways; there is an almost insurmountable glass roof over their heads where they see
men ascend to positions of command.
In family businesses, many factors contribute to this: primogeniture ship; male chauvinist
culture; mixed messages regarding maternity issues, due to offering less strategic positions
with more flexibility and even with high salaries, but not in leadership roles, etc., which subtly
(or not) prevents the rise of women.
Ana, Fernanda, and Eliana broke through the glass ceiling when they abandoned roles that
were pre-determined for them just because they are women and heiresses in businesses
aligned with a traditional patriarchal model. And they built their careers and their stories by
immersing themselves in the business and the management of their patrimony.
Opinion giver
This position is experienced very ambivalently. A devalued description of yourself for not
being considered when in the role of giving advice, being informed, influencing decisions, or
pondering about the business.
Carla brings with her experience the title of “official opinion giver” and shows pride in being
someone who they ask for a recommendation, and who has a place to direct her voice and
her expertise.
However, when this perspective leads to devaluation, it triggers conflicts that are often rooted
in the lack of information, or poor quality information in this business/family flow. Without ample and reliable information, it is difficult to express yourself properly, and a cycle is created
that feeds upon itself: the less information, the more the need to obtain it, and if the sources
are scarce, the tendency is to form a quasi-espionage network in the search for “leaks” and
“information checking”, which is very harmful to everyone.
Éminence grise
A term that originated in France in the 17th century, éminence grise is used to define a
person who is behind the scenes but holds the real power, at the expense of the one who is
the true owner of the position. It originated in the figure of Father Joseph, who dressed in gray
and was the power behind Cardinal Richelieu, who dressed in red — the éminence rouge.
In English, the term “gray eminence” also refers to an older person who has a prominent
position because of their experience — as opposed to veiled power — and it alludes to
gray hair, not the color of the clothes.
Therefore, like in other expressions, there are two ways for it to be used, but the first idea is
of a position that is already negatively loaded because it involves a power dynamic.
Depending on the interpretation and who makes this interpretation, it can be difficult to
sustain or leave this position.
Denise used this term in her story and showed that, if the official path is blocked or
difficult, then alternatives can be constructed with observation, patience, and honesty
— “I don’t feel that way, but if others do, it’s their problem.”
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The woman who becomes the successor in the family business but continues to be the
daughter who has not grown up. A delicate position that may include some privileges, such
as the guarantee of a job, even though not in a position of command; however, it can also
include threats, like when issues of motherhood and the quick replacement (quite common)
by someone more “capable” — preferably a man from the family or a hired professional —
appear.
Career development can be contaminated by these uncertainties, which Ana showed us. And
the feeling that the woman is not building a professional career is common, which she would be
if she were in any other business. It is as if she were only working in a business. Ana also added
to this experience what she called the “Daddy’s little daughter” element, which, in addition to the
aforementioned, adds aspects of futility and unpreparedness in dealing with money and work.
Eliana, in turn, showed us how to follow a different path: become professional in the chosen
career and, at the same time, continue in the business.
The woman in this role of Daughter may also have her voice disqualified or little heard
compared to that of her brother or male cousin, even though she is better prepared
professionally than they are — because they are men, and the business’s culture legitimizes
this prejudice.
Fernanda showed us possible ways out of this place, advocating in favor of the power of
knowledge and professional training as an asset to be championed in the understanding of
patrimony.
The widow
I did not interview any woman who was widowed, but many family business texts mention this
woman, who is suddenly forced to save or continue her husband’s life’s work, despite never
having participated in it. I found it interesting to mention this, including for future studies.
Sudden death, which greatly complicates the process, or death resulting from deteriorating
health, triggers succession processes in which the woman finds herself amid a whirlwind of
feelings and decisions.
Many women shrink in the face of this challenge — even when they are professionally capable
— and hand the process over to third parties; but there are those who, unprepared, but out
of duty, loyalty, and love for the legacy, decide to take over the business, and in a few years
the company falls apart.
There are two emblematic cases, among many, of incredibly young women who took
over businesses after the death of their husbands and made them into empires.
In the 18th century, Barbe-Nicole Clicquot Ponsardin, who baptized the most emblematic
champagne in France — Veuve Clicquot — with her name, took over the business after the
death of her husband.
And in the 19th century, Antónia Adelaide Ferreira (known as Ferreirinha), who was the owner
of one of the most traditional and exquisite wineries in Portugal, Casa Ferreirinha, also solidified
and grew the business she took over after becoming a widow.
Barbe at 28 and Antónia at 33, proved to the world, at a time in which women were invisible
in business, that if one woman can, then all can.
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In each interview I saw a little of myself; I carry with me the doubts, conflicts, enthusiasm,
joy, illusions, and disappointments of each one — after all, we are part of this same family/
business profile of “women who do not have a formal role in the family business”.
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In her narrative, Beatriz — 50 years old, amid deep questioning, and still experiencing the
effects of a divorce — talks about the experience of seeing a business start from nothing and
in a few years become a powerhouse, and divorce then triggering the discussion about the
things that count and the things that do not count.
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We, women, experience in our families, each in her own way, the historical ingredients of the
role of the woman in society.
Eliana and Fernanda — the youngest individuals interviewed — already point to some changes
in the traditional pattern of placing oneself in the business and the family. Their accounts are
more focused on the way they built their personal careers from the experience of the family
business.
Despite being the same age, Ana and Carla related very different experiences, but they
express similar concerns about the values that are passed on to the younger generations. In
the interviews, they emphasized the harmful effects that the excess of material goods has on
adolescents who are not mature enough to understand the process of creating this wealth.

Denise, the oldest of the interviewees, shows us a norm that is still aligned with a traditional
way of guiding succession in a business.
What we have in common is the experience in the space “between”: being a family and having
a business. We move in this space where the boundaries widen and narrow, are clear and
imprecise, well delimited and indeterminate.
The way we occupy this space goes beyond the status of the mother, wife, and daughter. It
requires that our skills that were created to take care of the family be used in this environment
that we hardly frequent, or that we frequent as guests, but in which, in times of crisis, we are
called to position ourselves.
What skills do we need to develop? We already have many: that of nurturing; of listening; of
cultivating relationships; of being attentive to the values that are dear to us; and of always
leaving an open door for family emergencies, even when involved in personal projects.
We experience tension between accepting the roles we are expected to fulfill and saying no
to them, seeking other places of greater freedom.
Among all the conversations, the feeling that we are invisible when it comes to the family
business is extraordinarily strong. There are many embarrassments, a lot of bad or scarce
information transiting between the two organizations, naturalization of clearly prejudiced attitudes
toward women, and relational dynamics with rules that are not always clear.
For the stories told, and for my own story, we are recognized for our talents in educating our
children, and the interviews show the pride in this position, but this talent is not appropriate
for the business environment — “very feminine” is the expression, which would be a study.
The skills and abilities abundantly demonstrated by these women are still loaded with the
traditional view of what is expected of women and men, whether in the family or the family
business. On the one hand, beauty, éminence grise, opinion giver, crazy, and with no place
in the business regardless of desire and training; and on the other hand, competence,
assertiveness, leadership, expertise, and a guaranteed place in the business are like parallel
lines, without an intersection.
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These were my concerns; I have experienced all of it. The term gaslighting is used to define
a type of moral abuse, in which the person is taken to the extreme of being questioned about
their reality, which causes serious emotional disturbances. In none of the interviewees does
this appear, but the questions about competencies, ownership of decisions, the ability to
discern, and the right to be heard are sometimes accompanied by “I’m not crazy, this is
wrong”.
If we define a business as a “family business”, where is the family if a part of it — the woman —
is neglected or excluded? And how do we truly build a family business that includes the family and all its members, even those who, by choice, do not want to participate in the business?
In this work, which many contributed to, I propose these new possibilities and invite everyone
to reflect, as Paulo Freire suggests: “reflexivity is the root of objectification”.18
Being behind the scenes can be a position of great power but being able to step forward and
experience a recognized place of activity at the boundaries of the family and the business can
be challenging and more powerful.
We are already a bridge between these banks, but we lack a name, a description that makes
us exist in this place.
And whenever I think of something new, I remember one of my favorite books, One Hundred
Years of Solitude, by Gabriel Garcia Márquez, in which, in the first paragraph, he says “The
world was so new that many things didn’t have a name, and in order to mention them it was
necessary to point with one’s fingers”.19
And that was how I felt when I entered this world. The experience I brought was of no use to
me; I pointed to things, and to myself, I uttered “What is this? What’s the name?”.
In the interviews, I also felt this surprise when they told me about the process they had gone
through and the seeking to understand who they were, and what role was expected of them,
and that they could perform.
A name is missing, which goes beyond mother, wife, companion, daughter, heiress; a name
that, with its power, fills this gap between family and business, that is self-explanatory, and
that, when said, people’s eyes indicate amazement, and their breath is suspended for a
second: “That’s right, tell me more”.
7.1 Chief Emotional Officer

C.E.O. or C.Em.O.

CEO (Chief Executive Officer), CFO (Chief Financial Officer), COO (Chief Operating Officer),
and CIO (Chief Information Officer) are acronyms that are already common in business
jargon when talking about the main executives of businesses (whether family businesses or
not), with very well-defined job descriptions and salaries.
But where is the C.Em.O (Chief Emotional Officer)? That person who takes care of the
emotions and relationships between family members who, at some point, will have a relationship
with the business.
All families and businesses have someone who plays this role informally, by virtue of a skill
that is natural or developed throughout life. Everyone turns to this person when turbulent
times approach on the horizon, or when total turmoil is experienced.
In the interviews, in the literature, and my experience, I see very clearly that women already
occupy this role, but I still have doubts as to whether this is a “position” to be held or “one of
the many things they do”.
Every time I mentioned this idea, I heard: “You’re spot on, tell me more”.
18 Freire, Paulo. Pedagogia do oprimido [Pedagogy of the oppressed]. Rio de Janeiro: Paz e Terra, 1987
19 Garcia Márquez, Gabriel. Cem anos de Solidão [One Hundred Years of Solitude]. Rio de Janeiro:
Record, 2015
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Objectively witnessing its history, even the naive conscience ends up
critically awakening to identify itself as a character that was ignored
and is called to assume its role. The awareness of the world and the
awareness of oneself grow together and in direct proportion: one is the
inner light of the other, one committed to the other. The intrinsic
correlation — between conquering oneself, making yourself more you,
and conquering the world, making it more human — is evident. 20
As women, we are aware of how important the family’s emotional health is to the business. We
do not neglect the financial health and governance — as the business and the generations
grow, we know how much the processes become sophisticated and need to be addressed
systemically ; and that there are not good agreements and good rules that do not involve
emotions, or that, at the very least, are not attentive to them. The rational division between
family and business has not always been adequate to cope with the complexities involved.
If there is a whole lot of preparation for the formation of heirs and heiresses, why not focus on
the preparation of the C.Em.O.?
The woman commands a subtle network of intra-family relationships and creates the family’s
social capital. She is at the center of the emotional heart of the family system, 21 but it is not
enough to be the mother, the woman, or the daughter; it is necessary that she develop — I
repeat and emphasize — this ability, and that she conquers this important place.
The women, I, and the texts were dialoguers, as shown by Paulo Freire: “The dialoguers
‘admire’ the same world; they move away from it and coincide with it; they place themselves
in it and oppose it”. 22
From this dialogue, I propose a description of the C.Em.O., and I offer it to women who already
experience it in peripheral positions in businesses and leadership positions in families.
The person who emotionally leads the family and — particularly in the
case of family businesses — extends this leadership to the business,
by building bridges between the different generations, in an environment
of respect and trust; transmitting the family values to the business,
balancing the business and the family so that neither is sacrificed for
the well-being of the other, and contributing to the construction of rules,
hierarchies, and the personal and professional development of its
members.
Among personal skills and abilities, I highlight the following:
• Ability to listen curiously to each family member and welcome their concerns.
• Knowing, updating, and keeping alive the family’s values and traditions; not as immutable
precepts, but as beacons to guide actions.
• Positioning yourself clearly about the rules and agreements that go beyond the
business, so that everyone involved feels represented.
• Being capable of reflective retreats when conflicts arise, in order to assess the context
and its actors; and proposing changes based on the shared experience of all, distancing
yourself, whenever possible, from centralizing positions.
• Being capable of being a bridge between two banks and observing the flow between them.
20 Freire, Paulo. Pedagogia do oprimido [Pedagogy of the oppressed]. Rio de Janeiro: Paz e Terra, 1987
21 CAPPUYNS, K. Women behind the scenes in family business. Electronic Journal of Family Business
Studies (EJFBS) Issue 1, Volume 1, 2007.
22 Freire, Paulo. Pedagogia do oprimido [Pedagogy of the oppressed]. Rio de Janeiro: Paz e Terra, 1987
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• Creating this space so that this function can emerge.
• Recognizing the need for this function for the full development of the business and the
family.
• Creating and maintaining a good flow of information between the two entities, regarding to
the quality and quantity of data. Without clarity, work is not possible.
• Remunerating this position fairly, because if we are in the business, we are also in the
market, which means paying for something you do or receive.
• Being able to understand that this bridge is between the banks, but it is essential for them
to communicate.
These are my first steps toward conceptualizing, creating, and implementing this idea in
family businesses, whatever their size may be.
I would like to open two questions for discussion: that of financial remuneration and the
place/position of the C.Em.O. within the organizational chart.
There is currently a lot of criticism about the neoliberal economic model, in which everything
is seen as a product to be “monetized”, and that only in this way will something exist for the
market.
Is this what I am proposing? Transforming the activity of women — consolidated long before
any modern or contemporary economic system — into money or a product?
Yes, no, who knows?
To answer (or not) this question, I will once again resort to the text of Professor Fuks, 23 in
which he identifies the three dimensions that create a context:
- Relational / affective
- Pragmatic / relational
- Symbolic / reflexive
In the family, in the business, and any collective process, there are rules, rewards,
divisions of tasks, skills, and technology, which operate in these three dimensions.
The remuneration/position issue should be considered with this in mind, both in the family
and in the business, but the focus should mainly be the “between”.
If we are clear about the size of the family and the business, their needs, their moment in
the life cycle, and so many other specificities that are part of the profile of organizations, the
position, and the remuneration will emerge as a result of this elaboration.
For some, it will be a position on the Family Board, for others a presentation at a formal annual
meeting, and for others, it will be an informal meeting in which each one’s achievements and
challenges are presented, each with its outline.
Another important point that I will leave open for discussion is the fact that I am proposing
this role for women, not because of a classic prejudiced positioning regarding the role of
women in the family (which may cause some discomfort by associating it with remuneration).
I am convinced that women are capable of making great contributions wherever they are,
using precisely this vision that goes beyond what is being said, and developing emotion and
reason in a very particular way, and that they will be remunerated in various ways, including
financially.
23 FUKS, S.L. Practica Social: Un “modelo” sistémico de comprensión-acción de dinâmicas sociales: três
dimensiones de las prácticas sociales transformadoras [Social Practice: A systemic understanding-action
“model” of social dynamics: three dimensions of transformative social practices]. (Unpublished text – Communication from the author).
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Lately, we have had countless examples of women showing the world how to do this, and
here I pay tribute to Jacinda Ardern, Prime Minister of New Zealand — an example of the
C.Em.O. of a country. If she can, every woman can.
Like everything I do, I would like to spread this construction — which was so dear to me to
accomplish — so that it can be questioned, modified, expanded, and reduced, and that it
can become a reality in this family/business world.
Finally, I reinforce the personal character of this focus — other eyes will discover different
things, and I am open to them.
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An unexpected, abrupt crisis, of planetary proportions, which has been punishing the world
since January, beginning in China, and then spreading to practically all countries and
continents.
Following WHO guidelines, in March the world entered quarantine — some countries in total
lockdown, others still befuddling and attempting to avert it and learn from others. Brazil,
Mexico, and the United States — with their presidents Jair Bolsonaro, Andrés Obrador, and
Donald Trump, respectively — denied the terrible effects of the virus and attempted to
continue going against the grain of science.
Although President Bolsonaro still personally opposes science, in the greatest statement of
irresponsibility to Brazilians, the other two are fortunately already following the course of the
measures recommended by the WHO. In Brazil, we are still living in dark times.
I am writing in December, and vaccines are already emerging after an unusual collaborative
effort between countries, researchers, and institutions. In this case, humankind showing its
better side, even though in Brazil we are witnessing a horror show starring the President of
the Republic.
My family is quarantined — my husband and me in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (we are in a risk
group, due to being over 60), and our children who live in London. The first lesson we learned
is that the world has changed and, using the Red Sea metaphor: in a hundredth of a second
the sea opened, closed, and we found ourselves on opposite sides of the Atlantic Ocean.
In this suspended time when all businesses (except the essential ones) stopped working the
way they had been doing, and offices moved into people’s homes, I ask myself: How have
families organized themselves? At this particular moment, what is the role of this woman I
had been researching?
If I had already formed the hypothesis that this business/family division and any attempt to
keep them separate — through contracts, governance, professional management, etc. —
could not consider everything that was involved and, at some point, conflicts would erupt at
the dining room table, what can be said now that everything is inside the home?
The home today contains all the worlds, all the relationships, the entire social network.
24

The pandemic produced a worldwide reset, altering the sectorization produced throughout
history, so that the three great social institutions — family, education, and work — now occupy
the same physical space.
And women are at risk of “moving backward” once again, because they are being called
upon to organize this space, especially in emotional terms, and many without the support
networks, schools, professional services, employees, etc.
Someone said that the growth opportunities due to the disruptive character of a crisis cannot
be squandered. I could not continue with the same initial idea of the work during this moment
of profound change in world relations.
What seemed like one, among some possible descriptions of the role of the woman in this
business/family context — the C.Em.O. or CHIEF EMOTIONAL OFFICER — became relevant
and crucial for the new times of these institutions.
In an article in the O Globo 25 newspaper, Joel Birman, a psychoanalyst from Rio de Janeiro,
very sensibly points to the urgency of life in women, which he attributes to a characteristic
that has to do with the female gender:

24 https://braziljournal.com/mulheres-e-a-ameaca-de-retrocesso
25 Birman, Joel. Mulheres na urgência da vida [Women in the urgency of life]. O Globo, 7/5/2020
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... in their different anthropological experience to that of men, women
experience the regular violence and pain of menstrual bleeding, as well
as the pain of childbirth and the care with breastfeeding children so that
for them, the urgency of life has always been unequivocally imposed on
them. Thus, them being attentive to the urgencies of life implies that women
are more connected to people’s helplessness than men, sensitive as they
are to the small variations in human pain, and immediately returning to
embrace the demands of suffering.
(...)
without the primordial affirmation of life, no economic order is possible
whatsoever, as the devastating effects of the current pandemic on the
international economy eloquently show. This primordial link with the
urgency of life can be called love if you prefer, but it is a love forged in the
guts of the female body. In short, for this very reason, women are more
realistic than men, viscerally attentive to the urgencies of life and facts.
I am left with the question, which may be a trigger for a continuation of this work: How did
women, attentive to the urgencies of life, experience this space that, until then, had been
unthinkable?
Due to the impossibility of commenting on all the reflections about the pandemic made by
philosophers, scientists, and doctors, I chose a text by Edgar Morin — one of the most lucid
men with whom I have the honor to share this time on earth.
On March 27, 2020, in an interview with the French newspaper Liberation, Edgar Morin 26
offered precious reflections on the moment of crisis, and particularly on what he refers to as
“regenerated humanism”:
From my perspective, humanism is not only the awareness of human
solidarity but also the feeling of being in an unknown and incredible
adventure. Within this unknown adventure, each person is part of a great
being made up of seven billion humans, like a cell is part of a body among
hundreds of billions of cells. Each one participates in this limitless,
unfinished, strongly woven reality of dreams, this being of pain, of joy,
and of uncertainty that is in us, and we in it. Each one within us is part of
this unprecedented adventure, in the heart of the amazing adventure of
the universe. It brings with it its ignorance, its lack of knowledge, its mystery,
its madness in its reason, its the unawareness of its consciousness, and
each one carries with itself the ignorance, the unknown, the mystery, the
madness, the reason for the adventure more than ever uncertain, more
than ever frightening, more than ever exciting.
As I described it at the beginning of the work, my family context has already changed a lot.
Countless possibilities have been created and experienced, and it will take a few years to
incorporate the learnings of this year — and probably the next few — into our family and
business.
But this awareness that Morin speaks about to us has marked me forever.
When this work is presented to the Taos Institute, the world will have counted 12 months of
one year in which Chronus and Kairos — the chronological and the emotional time — were
the heroes and villains of our lives.
26 MORIN, E. Siente la comunidade de destinos de toda la humanidad más que nunca [Feeling the community of destinies of all humanity more than ever]. IN: BLIN, S. https://www.liberation.fr/debats/2020/03/27/
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This investigation, which started from a desire, from discomfort, and from personal
unpreparedness to face the challenge of understanding and experiencing what family business
is and what a business family is, has shown me many pathways.
The first of them is that I would never have been able to understand this complex scenario
on my own, and for a long time, the formal resources of consultancies did not help me. Therapeutic resources were precious, but, as Professor Fuks often says “You have to get a lot
worse to get better”. But for me, facing chaos is always painful.
In a study with this level of personal involvement and the amount of energy involved — so that
if we get too close, we get burned, but if we distance ourselves, we lose vitality — there was
only one way out: hearing, listening, and using the narratives as constructors of the context;
and paying attention to the symbolic, relational, and pragmatic levels of the stories so that
these cultures could be experienced in their multiplicity.
In this case, writing a Conclusion — as is classically expected at the end of a paper — would
close many doors and, once again, compartmentalize people and relationships; therefore,
the ending of this paper shows a process of denaturalization of perspectives and, with it, the
opening of possibilities. And it is with this denaturalization that I propose new adventures for
those interested in the theme.
The interviews allowed me to hear such different people revealing so many possible ways of
living in these two cultures: the organizational culture based on the suppression of affective
bonds; and the family culture impregnated by the same affective bonds. Thus, my desire with
this study is to start a database of personal experiences so that those interested in the topic
— be they professionals or family members — can turn to inspiration, support, and knowledge
production. The idea of presenting the work as a Wikipedia page and using hashtags and
hyperlinks metaphorically underpins this view of the database.
The recognition of the role of this woman in this family/business complexity is not only desirable,
but also necessary; therefore, due to it being everyone’s desire, the suggestion of creating
the position of C.Em.O could be a big step toward establishing healthier, more collaborative,
and inclusive relationships between family members. Investment in personal development
for the preparation of this position is of paramount importance for women to occupy it safely,
and it is worth noting that not doing so — and expecting that it will be intuitively exercised in
some way — is a trap to reinforce the gender prejudice that surrounds women in relation to
work and family.
Besides social and emotional recognition, I also advocate financial recognition, because, if in
the family/business division, the emotional ties are almost impossible to be left out (and we saw
this very clearly in the interviews), why would pay for this professional activity be something to
renounce?
Another important point to highlight in this journey was my emotional involvement with the
interviewees. As I said earlier, only one woman from my existing personal relationships agreed to
speak, which led me to the understanding that a certain distance between the interviewee and
the interviewer is necessary, which was provided by the Snowball Sampling. I consider these
women to be “the seeds” of possible developments from this research, as they were pioneers
in sharing their experiences so generously and contributing to this production of knowledge that
will, I hope, benefit many families.
Finally, I want to say that, over these two years of work, many Marthas have appeared.
Some no longer exist, some have stabilized, and many surprised me with their appearance,
but the one that surprised me most was the one who identified with a story told by the Brazilian
navigator Amyr Klink, in his book One Hundred Days Between Sky and Sea.27

27 KLINK, Amir. Cem dias entre céu e mar [One Hundred Days Between Sky and Sea]. São Paulo:
Companhia das Letras, 1985
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When he was building the rowboat in which he would cross the Atlantic Ocean alone, his
biggest concern was that of the boat capsizing. The project engineer told him that it would
be impossible in an undertaking like that for the boat not to turn over, and so they would have
to build a boat that would turn back over. And so that is what was done. Amyr says that one
night he was sleeping and felt a noise and a jerk in the boat. He found himself upside down,
and realized that the boat had turned over, and in seconds it had turned back over: “there
my journey began”.
It was like that with this work. My concern with family and business relationships was in the
sense of “the boat not turning over”, and in the interviews, I also noticed this concern, but the
boats turn over, and the contribution I leave with this work is possible tools and reflections
to help construct family and business relationships that withstand the storms, that turn over,
then turn back over, and continue on their journey, whatever the conditions of sky and sea.
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